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Abstract 

This thesis grants an insight into the relationship between feedback presented to the elderly 

and their performance. As we age, we experience deteriorations such as those of a cognitive 

and physical nature. Both of these can, to some extent, be remedied by training – for example 

by the use of games. The perceptual deteriorations the elderly typically face, such as those of 

a visual and auditory nature, are very likely to influence effectiveness of feedback. In 

previous research, physical training using balance boards and Wii sports have proven 

effective in helping improve performance. It is interesting to find, that games released in the 

past years are typically not tailored to an elderly audience. The aim of this research was to 

find the most suitable feedback type, or combination, to help to advance the elderly’s motor 

skills and cognitive abilities. For the purpose of this research, a Simon Says game was 

adapted using Arduino. The Simon Says game was adapted to be able to provide a variation 

of visual, auditory, and haptic feedback, while simultaneously measuring the reaction time 

and working memory span of a player. An additional measurement on the experience of the 

participant focused on motivation, perceived control, and perceived performance. Based on 

previous literature, the expectation was that auditory and haptic feedback would yield the 

quickest reaction time and highest working memory span. This expectation was not found in 

the results of this study. However, findings of previous studies have been supported in the 

results of this research to some extent. Though not significant, several patterns found in 

previous research were replicated. Most interestingly, unimodal auditory feedback in the 

adapted Simon says game improved the performance of the elderly to a higher extent than 

unimodal visual feedback – when focusing on the reaction time and working memory span 

measurements. Based on the findings of this study, this thesis hereby contributes to research 

on feedback provision for the elderly and the results of this study have made 

recommendations for future feedback provision to the elderly.   
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1. Introduction 

In 2015, 8.5% of the entire world population was aged 65 or older. It is projected that in 

another 35 years, 16.7% of the population will be aged 65 or older (He, Goodkind & Kowal, 

2016). This means that the overall percentage of elderly in our global population will have 

nearly doubled by the end of 2050. When reaching a higher age, there are several age related 

deficiencies that can occur, such as deteriorations in movement functions, sensory functions, 

cognitive functions, immune functions and functions of the skin (World Health Organization, 

2015). Considering these deficiencies and the increasing number of elderly in our population, 

it is important to adapt the design of our future products and services to meet the needs of this 

demographic. A poor and mal-adapted design could potentially provide a poor user 

experience for our elderly population, create barriers of entry between new technologies and 

generate feelings of inadequacy by users.  

 

Additionally, feedback is an important informant during gameplay, and it aids to maintain 

player motivation during a game. It is important to provide the right feedback, or it can 

negatively influence a players’ performance (Baranowski, Bower, Krebs, Lamoth, & Lyons; 

2013). Feedback can take various forms, for instance visual, auditory or haptic (such as 

exemplified in the article by Vitense, Jacko and Emery, 2003). However, as mentioned 

before, elderly suffer from deteriorations of sensory functions and functions of the skin 

(World Health Organization, 2015), possibly giving them different feedback requirements. 
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Several studies have found that some age related deficiencies, such as deficiencies in 

movement and cognitive functions, could be slowed down or ameliorated by having elderly 

people engage in certain types of training, which could for example be provided by (video) 

games. For instance, results of Goldstein, Cajko, Oosterbroek, Michielsen, Van Houten, & 

Salverda (1997) showed that when elderly participants in their study played the video game 

‘Super Tetris’ for five hours a week for five weeks, the elderly participants displayed a faster 

reaction time and a more positive sense of well-being. Therefore, this study showed that 

games provide an interesting training opportunity for elderly. There also seems to be an 

interest for games within the elderly community. In a study in 2013, Allaire, McLaughlin, 

Trujillo, Whitlock, LaPorte, & Gandy found that 61% of their sample of elderly participants 

were regular to occasional gamers.  

 

Previous research in the specific topic of appropriate feedback for elderly has found that the 

elderly perform better on a balancing task when visual feedback is present rather than when 

no feedback is present (Lamoth, Alingh & Caljouw, 2012). Additionally it was found that 

when performing a drag and drop task on a computer, auditory feedback can improve 

performance of elderly participants more than visual feedback, and the combination of 

auditory and haptic feedback proved to be most beneficial for efficiency in this task 

(Jacko et al., 2003; Jacko et al., 2004).  
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This study aims to fill in a research gap since these previous studies underline the 

importance of feedback for elderly playing a training game, but a study testing several 

combinations of feedback has, to this research’s knowledge, not yet been performed on a 

training game for elderly. It can be stated that a study like this could provide interesting 

insights into which types (auditory, visual, or haptic feedback) could help the elderly 

population’s performance the most. Hereby, the following research question was 

formulated:  

 

Which type of the presented game feedback (auditory, visual or haptic) can contribute most 

to improving an elderly participant’s performance, measured in terms of performance on 

motor skill (reaction time) and cognitive skill (Working Memory Span)? 
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2. Literature review 

Before focusing on this thesis´ research on the influence of game feedback on an elderly 

participant´s performance, the literature review will start by introducing the important 

fundamental concept of successful aging (Rowe and Kahn, 1987). Successful aging is an 

inspiring concept that serves as a guideline throughout this section. This research will argue 

that successful aging can be seen as the end goal, not only for this thesis, but arguably for 

everyone.  

 

Section 2.1 of the literature review is subdivided into sections, based on several requirements 

of the concept of ‘successful aging’; the sections highlight how games can aid in achieving 

these. Additionally, barriers and motivation for elderly to participate in games are 

highlighted, as these are important insights into what needs to be overcome and kept in mind 

when designing a game aimed towards successful aging.  

 

The subsequent section, section 2.2, focuses on visual, auditory and haptic feedback in 

training games; specifically, its importance for and effect on the elderly population. Scholars 

chosen as fundaments for this research will be Vitense, Jacko and Emery (2003), who found a 

beneficial effect of visual and haptic feedback when the experiment was focused on young 

adults, and Jacko et al. (2003) and Jacko et al. (2004) who argued that the elderly might 

benefit more from a combination of auditory and haptic feedback; which can be seen as direct 

inspiration for this thesis.   

 

 The third and last section, section 2.3, focuses on a general introduction of the concept of the 

Simon Says game and its previous application in cognitive research, especially the article by 

Gendle and Random (2006) is discussed in depth.   
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2.1. Successful Aging  

In order to understand the importance of game feedback on elderly participants’ performance, 

it is important to look into previous research on successful aging. In scholarly articles, a 

person with a disease or disability is typically excluded from research, while healthy 

participants are often selected to ensure that there are no influencing factors on the results. 

When focusing research on the elderly, however, it is rare to have aged without any disability 

or disease. It is for this reason that Rowe and Kahn (1987) recommend a further distinction in 

participants, and subdivide elderly further in those that are aging with some common age-

related losses, and those aging successfully with minimal age-related losses. Influencing 

factors between usual and successful aging, such as diet and exercise, are noted as possible 

influence on the aging stage an elderly is in. By influencing these factors, they continue, one 

could increase the number of elderly aging successfully. 

 

In a later article the term ‘successful aging’ becomes more defined, and has been stated to 

adhere to three criteria; “Low probability of disease and disease-related disability, high 

cognitive and physical functional capacity, and active engagement with life” (Rowe & Kahn, 

1997, p. 433). Though these criteria should be seen as hierarchical, the second criteria: high 

cognitive and physical functional capacity, will serve as a guideline for the following 

sections. This criteria can be linked to this thesis research on the influence of game feedback 

and an elderly participant’s performance (the goal of high cognitive and physical functional 

capacity). The following sections will discuss literature that focused on how (video) games 

are able to aid in reaching and maintaining a high cognitive and physical functional capacity.  
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2.1.1. Supporting Successful Aging: Physical Functional Capacity  

This section describes literature that found improvements in the physical functional capacity 

of the elderly, in order for them to age successfully. To achieve these improvements, many 

scholars have turned to video games. For example, Lam explained in 2016 that where 

traditional exercise regiments require exercising areas and training professionals, video 

games are considered more fun as well as more motivating. He argued that video games can 

be seen as beneficial for the elderly since they can easily be executed in an elderly person’s 

home environment and usually do not require additional guidance from a professional trainer.  

In contrast to Lam (2016), Miller, Adair, Pearce, Said, Ozanne, & Morris (2013) critiqued the 

use of gaming systems for training of elderly. They examined the effectiveness of a gaming 

system in a home setting by reviewing 14 articles in which a home environment was used for 

the elderly, with participants aged 47 to 84 years old. In their paper they do note the positive 

effects such as findings of individuals who improved in balance, mobility assessment, 

strength, and experienced reduced resting heart rates. However, they criticize the articles for 

having a lack of evidence for the actual feasibility and effectiveness of interventions.  

 

Having noted this interesting point of critique, this research will argue that there is a 

sufficient amount of evidence in previous research for the effectiveness of training the elderly 

through video games. Many articles have found improvements in physical functional 

capability by training the elderly using the Wii game console (Graves, Ridgers, Williams, 

Stratton, and Atkinson, 2010; Rendon, Lohman, Thorpe, Johnson, Medina, & Bradley, 2012; 

Williams, Doherty, Bender, Mattox, & Tibbs, 2011) the Xbox Kinect, or balance boards 

(Lamoth, Caljouw & Postema, 2011).Therefore this thesis aims to defend the importance of 

training the elderly by the use of games.  
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2.1.2. Supporting Successful Aging: Cognitive Capacity  

While the previous section has had a focus on physical functional capacity, this section will 

focus on ways to improve the cognitive capacity of the elderly. In theory, this thesis aligns to 

the idea that games should be able to improve cognitive abilities of the elderly. For example, 

Zelinski and Reyes (2009) examined results of several studies and found that extended 

practice training seems to be a promising training technique to achieve cognitive 

improvements. This type of training focuses on repetition, and requires an extensive number 

of trials. It was shown to be capable of training cognitive factors such as memory and 

attention related abilities (Zelinski and Reyes, 2009). Additional evidence that video game 

training can enhance cognition of older adults was found in a review by Toril, Reales and 

Ballesteror (2014). Overall, they conclude that these studies included in the review have 

shown possible cognitive improvements in terms of ‘Reaction time, attention, memory and 

cognitive functions’ (Toril, Reales and Ballesteror, 2014). This seems in line with Zelinski 

and Reyes (2009) who predicted that the improvement of cognitive skills was most likely 

when extended practice training was applied, which trains most of these skills.  

 

2.1.3. Supporting Successful Aging: Physical Functional & Cognitive Capacity 

In this section research will be reviewed which has focused on using a single training game to 

improve both physical and cognitive ability. Monteiro-Junior, Vaghetti, Nascimento, Laks, & 

Deslandes (2016) provided arguments on how ‘active virtual video games’ (exercise games 

such as those provided by the Nintendo Wii and Xbox Kinect), are able to improve both 

cognitive and physical ability of elderly. An earlier article by Yamaguchi, Maki and 

Takahashi (2011) had found a result in line with this notion; after participants with dementia 

had played a video sports game in a group setting, they showed an increased visuospatial 

function on the Kohs block design test.  
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Eggenberger et al. (2015) were interested in researching whether the additional benefits of 

combining cognitive and physical training could be seen as more beneficial than using solely 

physical training. To assess the benefits, they created a physical (only exercise condition) as 

well as two conditions in which both physical and cognitive training were provided to 

elderly. It was found that there had been cognitive improvements for all three conditions, 

confirming that exercise games train cognitive ability along with physical ability. 

Additionally, the combination of cognitive and physical training had added an additional 

improvement for the executive functions ‘shifting attention´ and ´working memory’. Their 

results show that indeed, combining physical and cognitive training can yield a greater 

cognitive gain than solely physical training. 

 

Within the segment of physical functional and cognitive capacity, it is important to also focus 

on previous research focused on reaction time and response time. Both of these can be seen 

as an interesting measurement often used in research concerning the elderly.  

 

Reaction time can be defined as the time from the point the stimulus is given, to the moment 

that the muscles are activated (Wellford, 1988). The resulting movement time was not 

included in this definition by Wellford (1988); in this definition, reaction time can be seen as 

a cognitive measurement indicating the speed of cognitive processes.  
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In practice, measurement of reaction time has often included the resulting movement time; 

the before mentioned article by Goldstein et al. (1997) employed the Sternberg Test for their 

reaction time assessment, which requires participants to press a button after a stimuli is 

presented, and Lord, Caplan, & Ward (1993) use a button press as a measurement of reaction 

time as well. The reaction time herein then includes a movement time; the time for muscles to 

perform a movement after the activation of the muscles.  

 

For the research of this thesis, the article by Lord et al. (1993) on reaction time is particularly 

interesting. They found that when an elderly person was standing on a foam rubber surface, 

reaction time was one of the predictors of body sway. Body sway is an indication of 

instability, which in turn is important for elderly as an indicator of their fall risk. Exercise for 

elderly was able to improve elderly’s reaction time (Lord et al., 1993), and an improved 

reaction time predicts a reduced fall risk for the participating elderly. 

 

2.1.4. Supporting Successful Aging: Active Engagement with Life 

The third criteria for successful aging was ‘active engagement with life’ (Rowe & Kahn, 

1997). There have been studies that have found that games can benefit this aspect. For 

instance, Allaire et al. (2013) found that elderly gamers benefitted from an increase in well-

being, a decrease of negative affect, and improved overall everyday functioning. The 

improvement in well-being was also found in a different study by Goldstein et al. (1997). 

Additionally, Allaire et al. (2013) reported that regular gamers suffered less from depression 

when compared to non-gamers; a beneficial though statistically non-significant effect on 

depression was also found by Yamaguchi, Maki and Takahashi (2011). 
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2.1.5. Perceived Benefits and Barriers: motivation 

Sections 2.1.1-2.1.4 of this literature review have now listed several ways in which games 

might be able to aid the elderly towards the earlier explained concept of ‘successful aging’. 

Consequently, this research will argue towards the idea that it is important to know how we 

can motivate the elderly to play potential (training) games.  

 

Previous research has stated that in order for the elderly to play a game, the perceived 

benefits need to outweigh the perceived costs (Melenhorst, 2002). IJsselsteijn, Nap, de Kort 

& Poels (2007) defined four design opportunities that could increase these perceived benefits. 

They argued in their research that games designed for the elderly should firstly aim to 

provide relaxation and entertainment, secondly to allow for socializing with others, thirdly to 

provide a challenge for the mind, and lastly to afford natural interactions with the game that 

engage the whole body. These design opportunities can be linked to the earlier explained 

concept of successful aging. Firstly, socializing and relaxation could provide active 

engagement with life, secondly, a challenge for the mind could provide cognitive training, 

and lastly natural interactions that engage the whole body could provide physical training. It 

can be argued that games aimed to aid successful aging should therefore be able to provide 

these perceived benefits.  

 

When assessing potential motivations for the elderly to play video games, one should not 

ignore the barriers. The elderly have different needs when it comes to a gaming interface, and 

it is important to take them into account or otherwise they could turn into barriers of entry or 

play.  
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Age-related deterioration should be taken into account, for example by making interfaces 

adaptable to an elderly’s specific needs (as suggested by IJsselsteijn, Nap, de Kort & Poels, 

2007). Fua, Gupta, Pautler, & Farber (2013) wrote a paper exemplifying how this could be 

done. The aim of the paper was to provide design guidelines for games aiming to prevent 

cognitive decline, while also taking the decline into account so that the gameplay was not 

limited by any decline. They describe how this can be achieved by scaling the difficulty of 

the game and by focusing training on cognitive abilities that are less declined rather than the 

most impaired ability. When such mechanics are applied, it was argued that this could aid in 

preventing frustrations with the game. 

 

All in all, the literature discussed in section 2.1 serves to illustrate how games can help the 

elderly to age successfully. 

 

2.2. Feedback  

In section 2.1.5 age related deteriorations are mentioned as a barrier for the elderly to engage 

with games. Amongst these are those of a sensory-perceptual nature, meaning elderly might 

have impaired vision, hearing, and touch. This is important to take into account, since 

feedback is provided through these senses; having impaired perception can influence 

feedback perception, and it is therefore important that feedback is adapted to suit elderly’s 

needs.  
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Encouraging feedback is important, especially to the elderly. Czaja, Charness, Fisk, Hertzog, 

Nair, Rogers, & Sharit (2006) found that it lessens computer anxiety and thereby increases 

the confidence of an elderly in their own computer skills. This confidence, in turn, was found 

to be an important indicator for an elder’s tendency towards the general use of technology 

(Czaja et al. 2006). Besides feedback’s ability to boost confidence, Baranowski et al. (2013) 

mention several additional benefits of feedback; such as maintaining player interest and 

informing a player in order for them to make the most effective choices.  

 

As for a definition of feedback itself, Van Vliet and Wulf (2006) describe the subdivision 

of feedback into extrinsic and intrinsic feedback. Intrinsic feedback comes from within, 

while extrinsic feedback comes from an external source. The feedback a game supplies, 

according to this definition, would thus be considered extrinsic feedback. Extrinsic 

feedback can be further divided into ‘knowledge of results’ and ‘knowledge of 

performance’. Van Vliet and Wulf (2006) describe knowledge of result as the knowledge 

about the outcome of an action, while knowledge of performance is described as 

information on movement that led to an outcome. Therefore knowledge of performance 

allows for adjustments in the movement to be made for the final result.  

 

For this study the focus will lie on external feedback, the feedback given by external 

sources. In the following sections three types of feedback will be discussed; visual, 

auditory and haptic feedback.  
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2.2.1. Visual Feedback 

Visual feedback is defined as feedback sensed by our vision. Lamoth, Alingh, & Caljouw 

(2012) performed a study comparing no feedback, visual feedback and visual feedback with a 

gaming element, on a task focused on performing training on a balance board. The results 

indicated that elderly participants performed better on the task when visual feedback was 

present, when compared to no feedback. No feedback was also perceived as boring and 

generally believed to be the longest lasting, and participants found it the least demanding 

condition.  

 

2.2.2. Auditory Feedback 

Auditory feedback is defined as feedback sensed by our hearing. Previous research suggests 

that feedback with an added auditory component is most effective for an elderly audience 

(Jacko et al., 2003; Jacko et al., 2004), however few articles on the subject comparing 

auditory feedback with different feedback modalities were found. Additionally, the before 

mentioned papers did not apply auditory feedback when elderly were focused on playing a 

game, rather they were focused on performing a drag-and-drop task.  

 

2.2.3.  Haptic and Tactile Feedback 

In the literature haptic and tactile feedback are sometimes used interchangeable. Cockburn & 

Brewster (2005) provide a more defined distinction; haptic feedback in their article is defined 

as feedback perceived by muscles and joints about the positioning of and pressure on the 

body, while tactile feedback is perceived by mechanoreceptors underneath the skin providing 

information about vibration and temperature. Haptic feedback in this sense is often given 

through for instance force feedback, while tactile feedback can be provided through 

vibrations.  
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2.2.4. Bimodal and Multimodal Feedback 

Multimodal feedback is the provision of more than one type of feedback; the previous 

sections discussed the provision of unimodal feedback, however feedback is often not 

provided in a singular form; often feedback types are combined.  

A series of articles focused on feedback effectiveness was performed using a drag and drop 

task. The articles featured visual, auditory and haptic feedback and all combinations thereof. 

The articles were focused on young adults (Vitense, Jacko and Emery, 2003), focused on the 

elderly with different levels of visual deterioration (Jacko et al., 2003), and focused on the 

elderly with different computer skill levels (Jacko et al., 2004). Measurements focused on 

efficiency (time measurements) and accuracy (error rates).  

 

Vitense, Jacko and Emery (2003) found that for young adults, haptic feedback combined with 

visual feedback gave the best results on efficiency. In contrast to this study, Jacko et al. 

(2003) and Jacko et al. (2004) found auditory feedback combined with haptic feedback to be 

the most effective for the elderly participants, while conditions with an added visual 

component were found to be worst. Overall an added auditory feedback component was 

found to be best for efficiency. No effects were found for accuracy.  

 

Overall, these results indicate that while Vitense, Jacko and Emery (2003) found a beneficial 

effect of visual and haptic feedback when the experiment was focused on young adults, 

elderly might benefit more from a combination of auditory and haptic feedback (Jacko et al., 

2003; Jacko et al., 2004). 
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Burke et al. (2006) performed an analysis of 43 studies focused on interacting with 

multimodal displays while driving, comparing visual-auditory, visual-tactile and unimodal 

visual feedback. Similar to the studies above they found no effect for accuracy (error rates), 

but were able to find an effect for reaction times and task completion (time or production) 

scores. Somewhat similar to Jacko et al. (2003) and Jacko et al. (2004) an added auditory 

feedback component to visual feedback improved performance best, however only when a 

single task was performed. When the focus was on performing multiple tasks, they found that 

visual tactile was best for performance.  

 

The literature discussed here in section 2.2 aims to explain three types of feedback 

modalities; visual, auditory, and haptic feedback. Specifically, the section focuses on how 

feedback has the function in games to aid the performance of the player. Due to deteriorations 

in perception which the elderly typically experience, it is possible that feedback is 

experienced in a different manner than would young adults. In relation to section 2.1, the 

focus of feedback herein lies on feedback in a game context.  
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2.3. Simon Says 

This section will discuss the Simon Says game, starting with its comparability to established 

cognitive measures and continuing by discussing previous studies that have examined the 

Simon Says game. Before that, however, it is important to have a mutual understanding of 

what is defined as the Simon Says game. The Simon Says game, as it is available for 

purchase as an electronical game, has four buttons, typically yellow red blue and green. The 

game is played by pressing buttons that light up and give sounds. The game will start by 

randomly lighting one of the four buttons and emitting a tone typical for that button. The 

player is then to press the button that lit up. If the player is correct, the previous button lights 

up again, and a new button is added to the span. As the player keeps replicating the 

highlighted span, it can grow longer and longer, until the maximum span is reached, or until 

the player makes an error and loses.  

 

2.3.1. Simon Says and Established Cognitive Tasks 

The Simon Task was introduced in 1968 in an article by Simon. It is a task that requires 

participants to respond with a button press to a given stimuli, not based on the location of the 

stimuli, but based on for instance the colour of the stimuli presented or a high or a low 

pitched tone. The Simon Task is able to show the ‘Simon Effect’. The ‘Simon Effect’ states 

that responses will be faster when the stimulus location corresponds to the location of the 

response button. Proctor (2011) somewhat connects this classical task to the electronical 

Simon Says game by noting that this game also requires responses through buttons of 

different colours in different spatial locations, and that the game also responds with a sound 

of varying pitch. Though the name would imply differently, the connection between the 

Simon Task and the Simon Says game seems to end here.  
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There are, however, different established cognitive tasks that share properties with the Simon 

Says game. Gendle and Ransom (2006) explain how the Simon Says Game shares properties 

with the Knox Cube Test and the Corsi Block Tapping Task.  The Knox Cube test is 

performed using four blocks set in a straight line, and a fifth smaller block is used to tap the 

four blocks using predetermined patterns of increasing difficulty. The participant is then 

expected to mimic the sequence (Knox, 1914). This test was originally used to “estimate 

mental defect”.  

 

Gendle and Ransom (2006) consider the Corsi Block Tapping task as a variant of the Knox 

Cube test. The Corsi Block tapping task (Corsi, 1972) uses 9 blocks that are set randomly on 

the floor. They are tapped with a wooden stick and the participant is then asked to repeat the 

sequence. This test is used to measure “non-verbal, spatial learning”. For both tests, the 

maximum length of a span that was repeated correctly was referred to as the maximum 

working memory span (Gendle and Ransom, 2006). Similarly, it is this maximum working 

memory span that can be measured using a Simon Says game. 

 

2.3.2. Simon Says as Cognitive Measure 

Simon Says has previously been used as a game to measure cognitive abilities. To assess the 

effectiveness of the Simon Says game as a measure of working memory span, Gendle and 

Random (2006) let students aged 18-22 play a trial session first, and recorded maximum 

spans for the four following games. Their results indicated a most frequent span length of 7, 

with a span of 15 as a maximum. The number 7 is the same number found by Miller (1956), 

who described the number as the “span of immediate memory”. The similar finding further 

underlines the ability of a Simon Says game to accurately measure the working memory span 

of a participant.   
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Important to note is that the results which a participant achieves in a typical Simon Says 

game is influenced by which buttons the game asks to be repeated. The maximum span that is 

reproduced is influenced by the chunking of information; a player will group certain buttons 

together due to for instance repetition, thereby being able to achieve longer spans (Chekaf, 

Gauvrit, Guida, & Mathy, 2015; Mathy, Fartoukh, Gauvrit, & Guida, 2016). 

 

The Simon Says game has been used in an adapted form by Estes in 2015. In this study the 

game was used as a test of visual memory span. Rather than four buttons, they presented a 

game with six buttons. The studies interest was focused on the participants’ workload ratings, 

and specifically its relation to span lengths. Besides the usual Simon Says game rules, they 

also included a reverse and an offset condition. Results indicated an S-curve in workload 

rating, meaning there were noticeable jumps in difficulty as a span included more chunks.  

 

This section 2.3 has served to provide evidence for the validity of the Simon Says game as a 

tool for the cognitive measurement of working memory span. All in all, successful aging as 

defined by Rowe and Kahn (1997) should be more attainable when exercise games are 

designed to train the elderly, while providing the appropriate feedback to increase 

performance. As, to our knowledge, there has been no research investigating the most 

appropriate feedback for an elderly audience for this purpose, this thesis focuses on filling 

this gap.  For this purpose, a Simon Says game was adapted to be able to provide every 

feedback type used in the article by Jacko et al. (2004), while also including a ‘control’ 

condition in which no feedback was provided.  
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3. Research Aims 

The relevant theory was discussed in the literature review, specifically how successful aging 

of the elderly could be supported by appropriate training from games. The importance of 

feedback was highlighted, as well as its effects on performance and motivational measures. 

Because of the perceptual deterioration in particular, the question had arisen which type of 

game feedback is best suited for this specific audience. Collectively, this all joins to form the 

basis for the research question: 

 

Which type of the presented game feedback (auditory, visual or haptic) can contribute most 

to improving an elderly participant’s performance, measured in terms of performance on 

motor skill (reaction time) and cognitive skill (Working Memory Span)? 

 

As described in the literature review, Jacko et al. (2003) and Jacko et al. (2004) found that 

auditory and haptic feedback were most effective in improving the efficiency of elderly in a 

drag and drop task. Though their measurement of efficiency were through time measurements 

such as ‘Trial Time’ and ‘Highlighting Time’, it could be expected that these findings could 

hold true to some extent for reaction time in a gaming context. Therefore, hypothesis 1 will 

be:  

 

H1: The conditions with Auditory and Haptic feedback will result in the participants’ best 

performance based on reaction time. 
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In previous research as described in the literature review, elderly participants performed the 

wort in conditions with a visual component (Jacko et al., 2003; Jacko et al., 2004). Therefore 

hypothesis 2 will state:  

 

H2: The conditions with a visual feedback component will show a negative effect on the 

participants’ performance based on reaction time.  

 

An added auditory component was found to be beneficial by Jacko et al. (2003) and Jacko et 

al. (2004). Therefore hypothesis 3 states:  

 

H3: The conditions with an auditory feedback component will show a positive effect on the 

participants’ performance based on reaction time.  

 

In the literature review it was highlighted by Lamoth, Alingh, & Caljouw (2012) that the 

worst performing condition was when no feedback was given to participants. It is therefore 

an expected finding that when no feedback is given, participants will be less informed about 

performance and therefore less likely to be confident and motivated in their game.  The fourth 

and final hypothesis states:  

 

H4: No feedback given to participants will result in the worst performing condition. 
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In the literature review it was found that findings of Jacko et al. (2003) and Jacko et al. 

(2004) provide the most insight on efficiency, which is a measure comparable to the 

measurement of reaction times in this study. It is expected that the direction of these 

hypotheses will hold true for the measurement of working memory span as well, as previous 

findings in literature indicated that physical improvement through training can also provide 

an additional cognitive effect (Eggenberger et al., 2015). 

 

The before mentioned hypotheses were tested in a within factor study design with one factor: 

the different feedback types, as displayed in table 3.1. For this purpose, a game was designed 

that was able to firstly provide the required feedback, secondly to measure reaction time and 

lastly to measure working memory span. Measurements of motivation, perceived control, and 

perceived performance were included to assess a participants experience in a feedback 

condition. 

 

Table 3.1. All of the different feedback combinations 

Nomodal Unimodal Bimodal Trimodal 

None Visual Visual & Auditory Visual & Auditory & Haptic 

 Auditory Visual & Haptic  

 Haptic Auditory & Haptic  

 

The next chapter describes the design of the Simon Says game used to determine the answers 

to the hypotheses posed in this section.  
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4. Game Design 

The main question of this study focuses on the difference in performance of the elderly in 

several feedback conditions. The specific game design chosen to answer the main question is 

the earlier described Simon Says game, a memory game which demands responses from the 

user in a timely manner. It incorporates both motor skill and cognitive skill, and the training 

style is in line with the findings on cognitive skills (as mentioned in section 2.1.2 of the 

literature review), as the Simon Says game focuses on repetition of previous buttons in a span 

and memorizing this span.  

 

Simon Says generally has four colourful buttons that light up in a specific order to show to a 

player in which sequence buttons should be pressed. When the sequence is shown the player 

mimics the order accordingly by pressing the right buttons. If done correctly, the player 

advances to the next round, and a new button is added to the previous span. The Simon Says 

game most commonly sold in retail gives one type of feedback in return to a player, and will 

provide no data on reaction time or span length to a researcher. Therefore, for this research, 

the common Simon Says game was replicated by using Arduino to suit the needs for data of 

this study.  

 

4.1. Design 

There are eight different combinations possible when focusing on the visual, auditory, and 

haptic feedback in the game, including a control condition. Each adapted Simon Says game 

therefore provided one of eight feedback possibilities, as shown in table 4.1. Visual feedback 

was implemented through LED’s that light up, auditory feedback was implemented through 

the sound of a buzzer, and haptic feedback was implemented through force feedback by 

rotating movements of a servo motor. 
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Table 4.1. All of the different feedback combinations. 

Nomodal Unimodal Bimodal Trimodal 

None Visual Visual & Auditory Visual & Auditory & Haptic 

 Auditory Visual & Haptic  

 Haptic Auditory & Haptic  

    

4.2. Creation of the Simon Says Game 

The game made for this study was developed by using the open-source platform Arduino. 

This platform allows for the use of several components, which can be easily attached to an 

Arduino board. Such components allow for the perception of input, as well as the provision 

of output. Through the components, the researcher was able to obtain the participants input 

while Arduino was able to produce the corresponding output. The programming language 

itself is based on Wiring, while the software itself is based on Processing (Arduino, 2018). 

Arduino was chosen, as it allows for easy modification of code and provides several 

components able to produce feedback.  

 

The following section will describe the materials used for this study, followed by a section 

describing the code that was used and how this code was adapted to suit the needs for this 

study, and the final section will describe how the created Simon Says game was able to 

provide several measurements. 

 

4.2.1. Materials 

A DFRobot ´Beginner kit for Arduino´ was used, which provided most of the essentials such 

as the DFRduino Uno R3 and a prototyping shield. The kit allowed for the implementation of 

the source code using the provided 5MM LED´s, a mini speaker, and mini pushbutton 

switchers (see figure 4.1).  
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Figure 4.1 Early version of the game using the prototyping shield. 

 

For the game, four colourful ´Big Dome Pushbuttons´ were used from ‘Sparkfun Electronics’ 

(blue, red, yellow, and green). A micro servo 9G was added in the middle of the top board to 

provide a rotating movement of the top board. Several M/M Jumper cables were stripped and 

received spade connectors for them to connect to the Big Dome Pushbuttons. The case was 

made out of foam board, which was glued together with a hot glue gun while leaving space 

for the USB cord connecting the Arduino to the laptop at the side (see figure 4.2 for the 

finished game).  

 

 

Figure 4.2. The finished game. 

 

Fritzing 

An overview of the connections, made with the program ´Fritzing´, and based upon the 

schematic provided on Sparkfun Electronics (2014) can be found in figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3. The Fritzing schematic. 

 

4.2.2. Code 

A Simon Says game had been created by Sparkfun Electronics (2014), which was used as a 

framework in this study. The default code is able to display the path (the required buttons to 

press) by light and audio, and gave feedback (after pressing a button during replication of the 

path, and after the game had been won/lost) by light and audio. The path of the game was 

randomly decided and buttons could repeat themselves. The game would be won after 

reaching a path of length 13, and the game would time-out after waiting 3000ms for a 

response.  
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This code was adapted to show the path by light only, and to provide feedback by one of the 

eight feedback conditions, as displayed in table 4.1. The code was also adapted to include 

four new variables; ‘start time’, ‘end time’, ‘round’ and ‘choice’. The variable ‘start time’ 

was used in order to obtain timestamp data (when the game started to wait for a user 

response), and the variable ‘end time’ was used to obtain a timestamp when the game stopped 

waiting for a user response (reasons could be due to a button being pressed or a time-out). 

The variable ‘round’ was used to represent the length of the sequence path, which always 

started when the first component was pressed. It gained in length as the participant reached a 

higher span length. The variable ‘choice’ represented which one of the four different buttons 

was pressed.  

 

Haptic feedback was implemented by providing force feedback; the game board would move 

twenty degrees to one side, and back again. If a round was lost, similar to the extended visual 

and auditory feedback, the haptic feedback was provided by moving the board 45 degrees to 

one side, and back again. The code for the trimodal feedback condition can be found in 

Appendix A. 

 

4.3. Measurements 

The participant’s measurements for reaction time and working memory span were obtained 

from the data after a game ended. Reaction time was measured by calculating the difference 

between the two variables of ‘start time’ and ‘end time’. The result was written down in 

milliseconds. Working memory span was measured in span length and was represented in the 

output by the round variable; a higher round reached meant that a longer span had to be 

remembered.   
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5. Method 

5.1. Participants 

To achieve the priorities and orientations of this research project, there were several selection 

criteria. To be included, participants had to be aged 65 years or older, Dutch native speakers, 

and without visual or auditory impairments. It was also important that they suffered from no 

cognitive decline caused by dementia, Parkinson or other impairing diseases.  

 

A total of 30 participants were recruited. Seventeen were found in the participant database of 

the Eindhoven University of Technology, and an additional thirteen were found at an elderly 

center (also in Eindhoven). The experiment for the first 17 participants took place in the use 

lab, a lab decorated as a living room at the Eindhoven University of Technology. The latter 

13 participants took part in the experiment at the elderly center, in an office space adjacent to 

a central living room area.  

 

The sample size was determined using the study of Toril, Reales, and Ballesteros (2014), who 

calculated mean effect sizes d for memory and reaction time. Converting these to an effect 

size f, an effect size f of 0.195 was found for memory, and 0.315 for reaction time.  Taking 

the lower of the two, and with power set at 90%, a sample size of 32 participants was 

calculated as a requirement for the study; however, a sample size of 30 participants was 

reached. This can be perceived as a limitation of the research, yet it can be argued that results 

made are still noteworthy and can be seen as a head start and inspiration for future research 

within this topic.  
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Of the 30 participants, 18 were male and 12 were female (mean age=74.3, SD=6.2). Self-

reported computer skill (mean=3.2, SD=1.2) and technology skill (mean=3.1, SD=1.2) 

ranged from 1 least to 5 most. For both self-reported measures over a third evaluated 

themselves as a 4. The experiment in total took around an hour of participant’s time, for 

which they were paid 12 euro when they participated at the university, and 10 euro when they 

participated at the elderly center. 

 

5.2. Design 

The experiment had a within factor design with one factor: feedback condition. Feedback had 

eight different levels, being all combinations of visual, auditory, and haptic feedback (similar 

to Jacko et al., 2003), and including a control with no feedback. Each participant played a 

Simon Says game for 2-5 minutes for each of the different feedback conditions. During the 

game, motor and cognitive skill were measured through reaction time and the reached span 

length. The pressed button order was logged as well. After each game the same short question 

list was presented to a participant, which contained a motivation, perceived degree of control, 

and perceived performance scale. The order of conditions were presented counterbalanced 

using a Latin Square, to prevent learning effects. All conditions are shown in table 5.1.  

 

Table 5.1. All the different feedback combinations. 

Nomodal Unimodal Bimodal Trimodal 

None Visual Visual & Auditory Visual & Auditory & Haptic 

 Auditory Visual & Haptic  

 Haptic Auditory & Haptic  
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5.3. Materials 

5.3.1. Locations 

The Use lab at the Eindhoven University of Technology is furnished as a living room, it 

contains a couch, TV, bookshelves, coffee table and a dining table. This lab was chosen to 

make the participant feel at home, and in order to mimic a normal and average game 

environment to obtain the most accurate data. The fluorescent lighting was turned off and the 

room was lit using standing lights and a table light on the dining table, this was to make the 

lights of the game stand out more. The participant was seated at the dining table, so that the 

game would be on the right height to play. Video recordings were made using the cameras 

located in the lab.  

 

At the elderly center, the fluorescent office lighting was very bright, and therefore was turned 

off for most of the participants recruited here. A glass wall to the living space area provided 

the light in the cubicle. Video recordings were made by a small webcam aimed at the Simon 

Says game, to record participants’ hand movements.  

 

5.3.2. Simon Says Game 

During the experiment in both locations, the Arduino board was kept connected to a laptop. 

This way the results of the experiment could be stored directly on the laptop, and the code on 

the Arduino board could be changed by uploading a different condition to it. 

As described in the game design chapter, the Simon Says game was based on a tutorial by 

Sparkfun Electronics (2014).   
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5.4. Measurements 

5.4.1. Reaction Time 

Motor skill is measured in reaction time in milliseconds (ms). Reaction times were measured 

by printing a timestamp when the game started waiting for input, and printing a timestamp 

when the game stopped waiting for input. The resulting difference was then used as the 

reaction time. With this measure, several reaction based means could be calculated; reaction 

time per condition, reaction time per game (first 5 minute game, second 5 minute game, third 

5 minute game, etc.), reaction time per round (span/path length of 1 to 13), and reaction time 

per move set (double press or horizontal/vertical/diagonal movement).   

 

5.4.2. Working Memory Span 

Cognitive skill was measured through the working memory span, otherwise said the 

maximum path length a participant replicated. This can be measured as highest span reached 

per condition and per game (first 5 minute game, second 5 minute game, third 5 minute 

game, etc.). 

 

5.4.3. Motivation, Perceived Control, and Perceived Performance 

This measure was replicated from Lamoth, Alingh, & Caljouw (2012), who used twelve 

statements in their study. Five of these were to measure motivation, and they also included 

three related to perceived degree of control, and four related to the perceived performance of 

participants. The same statements, but slightly adapted to suit the phrasing required for this 

study and translated to Dutch, were used in the present study.  
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Participants indicated their agreement on a visual analogue scale, which was 10 cm long. Five 

statements represented motivation (The task was challenging, the task was motivating, I was 

frustrated by performing the task, the task was boring, I had the impression that the task took 

a long time), 3 represented perceived degree of control (I was stimulated to respond in a 

timely manner during executing of the task, My movements were goal-directed, I could 

perform the movements well controlled), and 4 for perceived performance (The task was 

difficult, I had to really concentrate during execution of the task, I got tired during the 

execution of the task, performing the task took little effort).  

 

The last three motivation items had to be reversed so that all high scores correspond with 

high motivation. The last performance statement was reversed so all statements indicated 

high performance need. For the motivation statements one outlier was found, for the control 

and performance statements 2 outliers were identified. See table 5.2 for all Cronbach alpha 

values.  

 

Table 5.2. Cronbach’s alpha for all scales, combined across conditions.  

 Cronbach´s Alpha 

Motivation α =.913 

Control α =.849 

Performance α =.874 

 

5.4.4. Demographics 

Demographics included age, nationality and native language. Open questions asked 

participants which game they had liked best and which one they had liked least. To assess 

prior knowledge, a 5 scale Likert scale asked participants to indicate their computer skill and 

their technology skill. The final question asked for any comments or thoughts participants 

wished to share, and space was provided for them to write these down. 
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5.4.5. Video 

Video material was collected and used to assess whether participants used one, or both hands 

to play the game. 

 

5.5. Procedure 

Participants from the university database had read a short description in their email invitation, 

and participants from the elderly center had read a short description on a flyer or had heard 

the same description during recruitment.  

 

Participants were welcomed, and shown the game on the table. After arrival it was explained 

that the game on the table was the game to be played and that there would be several 

questions to be answered after several game rounds. It was made clear that results were 

processed anonymous, that the participant was told that he/she was free to leave during the 

experiment and could withhold their data if expressed within 24 hours after participation. 

Furthermore it was made clear that there was a camera that would record video images of the 

game process. The participant was then asked to read an informed consent form detailing 

more about this.  

 

When the participant signed, the researcher proceeded by explaining the exact details of the 

workings of the game, first by showing and telling, then by asking the participant to practice 

and thereby display knowledge of the game. The practice game played was the condition in 

which all feedback was presented, to introduce the lights, audio and movement to the 

participant.  
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It was important to emphasize that there were several feedback possibilities, and participants 

were asked if the feedback presented was clear to them. It was also important to emphasize 

when the game had ended the participant was to restart the game and was to continue to play 

until the experimenter told them to stop. The participant was asked to use one hand to play 

the game.  

 

Each condition lasted five minutes, during which a participant played the game multiple 

times. After each session the participant was asked to fill in a short questionnaire. The game 

was repeated eight times to cover all eight conditions, and after each session the same short 

questionnaire was filled in. After all sessions were finished, the participant was asked to fill 

in a final demographic questionnaire.  

 

The experimenter would now ask for the participant’s experience of the game, perception of 

lights, loudness and movement. The participant was debriefed by explaining the aim of the 

study. Finally the participant was asked for additional comments or questions. Before leaving 

the participant was paid the reimbursement. In general, the total experiment took one hour per 

participant.   

 

5.6. Statistical Analysis 

During the experiment, the data was collected in an Excel sheet. The data was extracted from 

the Excel sheets using a Matlab script (Appendix B) and sorted in columns by ‘round’, 

‘Reaction time in milliseconds (ms)’ and ‘button pressed’, for each condition for each 

participant.  
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Due to the nature of the sorting, a round value was required for a time and button press to be 

stored. Hence if a participant performed very poorly in a condition, and never reached round 

2, the data for that condition could remain empty. The reaction times included the movement 

time of the haptic feedback, an adjustment was made in the data for the haptic conditions so 

that only the actual reaction times were included. A different script (Appendix C) imported 

the sorted data and calculated the means for the necessary calculations.  

 

A repeated measures within factors ANOVA was used on the measurements to answer the 

main question of which type of feedback is most appropriate for an elderly audience.  
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6. Results 

Using the methodology described in the previous chapter, data was collected from 30 

participants. Each played a Simon Says game eight times, while being provided with a 

different type of feedback in each game. To assess the performance of the participants in the 

different conditions, the reaction time, working memory span and general experience during 

the game were assessed. The data was normally distributed and there were no outliers, unless 

stated otherwise in that specific section. Outliers were determined using z-scores, when data 

exceeded three times the standard deviation it was excluded.  

 

The descriptive data indicated one outlier, which was excluded. After removal the overall 

reaction time had a mean of 663.22ms (SD=147.23ms). Concerning working memory span, 

the overall max span length reached displayed a median length of 9 (3 to 10). 

 

6.1. Pre-checks 

Before hypothesis testing, a few assumptions were checked. Nine participants were found to 

have missing values, leaving a total N of 21 for further analysis.  
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6.1.1. Influence of Game Order on Reaction Time 

For the purpose of this study, it was important to confirm whether game means were different 

due to condition, rather than having been influenced by the game order. The eight different 

games had been presented counterbalanced using a Latin Square, however it was still 

considered important to check if this had had the desired effect. If the presented game order 

would matter, it was expected that participants would grow slower due to fatigue, or faster 

due to experience.  

 

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of game order 

on reaction time. Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had 

been violated, X
2
(27) = 53.776, p = .002. Degrees of freedom were therefore corrected using 

a Greenhouse-Geisser estimate of sphericity,  = .489. There was no significant influence of 

game order on the reaction time performance, an F(3.421,68.415) = 1.024 with  p = .394 and 

ηp
2 

= .049. Since game order than did not influence the reaction time, the different condition 

means should only differ due to condition. 

 

6.1.2. Influence of Game Order on Working Memory Span 

The same preliminary check as in section 6.1.1. was performed for working memory span.  

 

The data was not normally divided, hence the non-parametric Friedman test was used.  There 

were no significant differences in working memory span depending on the game order 

participants were presented with, X
2
(7)=6.799, p.450. The game order therefore should not 

have influenced the working memory span length.  
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6.1.3. Influence of the Use of One or Two Hands 

Though the instructions specifically stated to use one hand to play the game, eight 

participants had been seen using two hands at times. The video material allowed for these 

participants to be coded, and a one way ANOVA was performed on the overall mean with 

single or double hands as a factor.  

 

Statistics showed the use of two hands did not significantly increase participants’ reaction 

time, F(1,27)=1.312, p=.262. The use of one or two hands therefore had not influenced 

reaction times.  

 

6.2. Influence of Feedback Condition on Performance 

Since the pre-checks had not revealed any important influencing factors, the focus advanced 

towards the set hypotheses. To assess the effectiveness of the feedback modalities, tests were 

performed on the reaction time, working memory span, and the ‘motivation, perceived 

control and perceived performance’ measurements. Nine participants were found to have 

missing values, giving a total of 21 participants for the following tests. 

 

6.2.1. Influence of Feedback Condition on Reaction Time 

This section will provide information on the influence of feedback condition on reaction time. 

The following test showed results for all four hypotheses, focused on the reaction time 

measurement.  
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A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of feedback on 

reaction time for the varying combinations of auditory, visual and haptic feedback. 

Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, 

X
2
(27) = 83.112, p = <.001. Degrees of freedom were therefore corrected using a 

Greenhouse-Geisser estimate of sphericity,  = .464. There was a marginally significant 

effect of the feedback provided, an F(3.245,64.892) = 2.375 with  p = .073 and ηp
2 

= .106.  

 

This result indicates that there might be an effect of feedback provided on the reaction time of 

elderly, however the result is only marginally significant. Mean values for all conditions are 

displayed in table 6.1 as well as in figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1. Reaction time means across condition. 

 

Table 6.1. Reaction time means and standard deviations for all conditions. 

 Control Auditory Visual Haptic Auditory 

& Visual 

Auditory 

& Haptic 

Visual & 

Haptic 

Auditory, 

Visual & 

Haptic 

Mean  661.821 619.388 652.659 734.858 650.231 690.038 683.194 735.928 

SD 230.627 182.731 183.457 244.475 193.918 220.589 186.527 250.391 
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Though the previous test was marginally significant, a follow-up test was performed to 

provide insight into where differences had been within the data, to provide additional insight. 

Twenty-eight paired samples t-tests were used to make post hoc comparisons between 

conditions. For the paired samples t-test a Bonferroni correction was included manually by 

dividing the critical p value of .05 by the 28 tests performed, setting the new critical value at 

p=.0017. By doing so no significant findings were found. To highlight the differences 

between conditions the comparisons with significance <0.05 are displayed in table 6.2. 

 

Table 6.2. Two-tailed P-values for RT between conditions, critical value at .0017, 20df 

 Control Auditory Visual Haptic Auditory 

& Visual 

Auditory 

& Haptic 

Visual & 

Haptic 

Auditory 

Visual & 

Haptic 

Control         

Auditory    0.016    0.016 

Visual    0.031    0.058 

Haptic     0.044    

Auditory & Visual        0.052 

Auditory & Haptic        0.041 

Visual & Haptic         

Auditory, Visual & 

Haptic 

        

 

The results from table 6.2 mostly indicated that there was a negative effect of unimodal 

haptic feedback as well as the trimodal auditory, visual and haptic feedback on reaction time. 

This was not an expected finding, but interesting nevertheless. 

 

As becomes clear from table 6.1 and figure 6.1, hypothesis 1 did not hold true, bimodal 

auditory and haptic feedback was not found to be the best performing condition, rather the 

found mean was the third highest and therefore third worst performing.  
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Hypothesis two, an added visual component will decrease performance, was not replicated in 

the comparison between bimodal auditory and haptic feedback versus bimodal visual and 

haptic feedback. However the mean of unimodal visual feedback did show a poorer 

performance on reaction time than unimodal auditory feedback.  

 

Hypothesis three was to some extent confirmed in the findings; the unimodal auditory 

component displayed the lowest reaction time mean and was therefore the best performing 

condition. Additionally, bimodal auditory and visual feedback showed a slightly lower mean 

than unimodal visual feedback. In contrast however, bimodal auditory haptic feedback did 

show a higher mean than bimodal visual haptic feedback, indicating a better performance of 

bimodal visual haptic feedback over bimodal auditory haptic feedback.  

 

The final hypothesis, no feedback should be worst performing, was to some extent found in 

the results; the no feedback condition was indeed displaying a higher mean than the unimodal 

visual, auditory, and bimodal combination of the two, yet it did perform better than all 

conditions with a haptic feedback modality included.  Additionally, the control condition had 

the third highest standard deviation, indicating a large variety in performance in this 

condition.  

 

6.2.2. Influence of Feedback Condition on Working Memory Span 

Where the previous section focused on the influence of feedback on reaction time, this 

section will focus on the influence of feedback on working memory span. One participant 

was found to be an outlier, therefore a total of 20 participants were included for testing. The 

data was not normally divided, hence the non-parametric Friedman test was used.   
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A significant difference in working memory span depending on the type of feedback 

participants were presented with was found, X
2
(7)=78.238, p=<.001. The median and 

percentile values can be found in table 6.3 and figure 6.2. 

 

 

Figure 6.2. Working memory span length with 25
th 

to 75
th

 percentile as a vertical line per 

condition and the median value horizontal. 

 

Table 6.3 Median and 25
th

 and 75
th

 percentile values 

 Control Auditory Visual Haptic Auditory & 

Visual 

Auditory & 

Haptic 

Visual & 

Haptic 

Auditory 

Visual & 

Haptic 

Median 8  8 7 3 7 2 2 2 

25-75 3.25 to 9 5.25 to 9 3.25-8.75 2.00-3.00 3.50-8.00 2.00-3.00 2.00-3.75 2.00-3.00 

 

Though it is quite clear from table 6.3 that the significant difference is driven by the inclusion 

of haptic feedback, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test is performed to confirm and check for any 

other differences. Again, a Bonferroni correction was included manually by dividing the 

critical p value of .05 by the 28 tests performed, setting the new critical value at p=.0017. The 

results are displayed in table 6.4.  
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Table 6.4. Z and P-values for a post hoc comparison on span length across condition.  

  Control Auditory Visual Haptic Auditory 

& Visual 

Auditory 

& Haptic 

Visual & 

Haptic 

Auditory 

Visual & 

Haptic 

Control                  Z    -3.521  -3.199 -3.235 -3.509 

 P

  

   0.00043  0.00138 0.00122 0.00045 

Auditory                Z    -3.845  -3.704 -3.540 -3.746 

 p    0.00012  0.00021 0.00040 0.00018 

Visual                    Z    -3.631  -3.643  -3.744 

 P    0.00028  0.00027  0.00018 

Haptic                    Z     -3.542    

 P     0.00040    

Audi & Visual Z      -3.421 -3.344 -3.687 

 P      0.00063 0.00083 0.00023 

Audi & Haptic Z         

 P

  

        

Visual & Haptic    Z

  

        

 P

  

        

Aud, Vis & Hap Z         

 P

  

        

 

As for the hypotheses, the first hypothesis that bimodal auditory haptic feedback would have 

the most beneficial effect on performance, did not hold true for working memory span; it 

showed a significantly lower value for span length when compared to all conditions without 

the haptic modality.  

 

The second hypothesis stating visual feedback should be amongst the worst performing, and 

the third hypothesis stating auditory feedback should be amongst the best performing, was 

found to the extent that the median value of visual feedback was lower than the auditory 

median value.  Additionally, the unimodal auditory condition displayed the highest 25
th

 

percentile value, indicating most participants performed well in this condition. In contrast 

however, bimodal visual and haptic feedback did yield a higher 75
th

 percentile value than the 

bimodal auditory and haptic feedback, which is contrary to these hypotheses.  
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The fourth and final hypothesis, stating control should be the worst performing, was not 

replicated in the findings; interestingly enough, the control condition outperformed not only 

the conditions with a haptic modality but the unimodal visual and bimodal auditory visual 

condition as well, with a higher median and a higher 75
th

 percentile.  

 

6.2.3. Influence of Feedback Condition on motivation, Perceived Control, and Perceived 

Performance 

This specific section will focus on the influence of feedback on measures of self-reported 

motivation, perceived control and perceived performance.  

 

Motivation  

One outlier was identified, and after exclusion a total N of 21 was found. A one-way repeated 

measures ANOVA was performed to test for differences in motivation between conditions. 

Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, 

X
2
(27) = 47.708, p =<.010 Degrees of freedom were therefore corrected using a Greenhouse-

Geisser estimate of sphericity,  = .586. There was no significant influence of condition on 

the motivation measure, an F(4.103,82.052) = 1.506 with  p = .207 and ηp
2 
= .070. Means and 

Standard deviations are in table 6.7 and figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3 Mean Motivation values in mm on a VAS scale 

 

Table 6.7. Means for the motivation scale, values in mm measured on a VAS scale. 

 Control Auditory Visual Haptic Auditory 

& Visual 

Auditory 

& Haptic 

Visual 

& 

Haptic 

Auditory 

Visual & 

Haptic 

Mean 66.562 68.133 66.067 60.371 65.229 61.105 63.171 59.657 

SD 16.852 17.373 14.474 16.965 15.961 17.320 20.417 18.055 

 

The combination of auditory and haptic feedback was found to be amongst the bottom half in 

terms of motivation, contrary to hypothesis 1.  

 

Similar to hypothesis 2 and 3 though, unimodal auditory feedback had the highest motivation 

mean and outperformed visual feedback. Contrary to these hypotheses was the slightly higher 

motivation value for bimodal visual and haptic feedback compared to bimodal auditory and 

haptic feedback.  
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Additionally, visual unimodal feedback performed slightly worse in terms of motivating 

ability than the control, however contrary to hypothesis 4 the control was the second highest 

mean, indicating the second highest motivation for the control condition in which no 

feedback was present. Interestingly enough, instead the worst motivating condition was the 

combination of all feedback modalities.  

 

Perceived Control.  

Two outliers were identified, and after exclusion a total N of 24 was found. A one-way 

repeated measures ANOVA was performed to test for differences in perceived control 

between conditions. Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity 

had not been violated. There was no significant influence of condition on the perceived 

control measure, an F(7,161) = .964 with  p = .460 and ηp
2 

= .040. Means and Standard 

deviations are in table 6.8 and figure 6.4. 

 

Figure 6.4 Mean perceived control values in mm on a VAS scale 
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Table 6.8. Means for the perceived control scale, values in mm measured on a VAS scale. 

 Control Auditory Visual Haptic Auditory 

& Visual 

Auditory 

& Haptic 

Visual 

& 

Haptic 

Auditory 

Visual & 

Haptic 

Mean 69.292 69.611 70.111 69.653 69.819 70.139 67.028 64.319 

SD 14.930 14.338 13.559 13.124 15.163 12.522 11.827 12.563 

 

In line with the first hypothesis, the highest mean was found for the bimodal auditory and 

haptic condition. This was rather unexpected, considering the previous findings for this 

condition.  

 

Contrary to hypothesis 2 and 3, unimodal visual feedback was perceived as allowing for a 

slight higher perceived control than unimodal auditory feedback, however in contrast the 

bimodal auditory and haptic feedback did perform better than the bimodal visual and haptic 

feedback, which is in line with the hypotheses.  

 

Somewhat in line with hypothesis 4, the control condition was the third lowest in perceived 

control, with participants indicating they performed better in bimodal auditory and haptic, 

bimodal auditory and visual, and all unimodal conditions.  

 

The findings for perceived control however were all of little relevance, as all means are close 

together, with the exception of two. These conditions showed slight drops in perceived 

control, with the trimodal condition yielding the lowest perceived control value and bimodal 

visual haptic feedback as the second worst.  
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Performance 

After exclusion of two outliers an N of 24 was used for this test. A one-way repeated 

measures ANOVA was performed to test for differences in perceived performance between 

conditions. Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been 

violated, X
2
(27) = 64.842, p =<.001 Degrees of freedom were therefore corrected using a 

Greenhouse-Geisser estimate of sphericity,  = .509. There was a significant influence of 

condition on the performance measure, an F(3.563,81.957) = 5.089 with  p = .002 and ηp
2 

= 

.181. Means and Standard deviations are in table 6.9 and figure 6.5. 

 

Figure 6.5 Perceived Performance means in mm as measured on a VAS scale 

Table 6.9 Means and standard deviations for the performance scale 

 Control Auditory Visual Haptic Auditory 

& Visual 

Auditory 

& Haptic 

Visual 

& 

Haptic 

Auditory 

Visual & 

Haptic 

Mean 61.701 61. 771 58.229 53.000 63.781 48.073 49.833 49.094 

SD 16.368 16.465 18.062 19.682 14.710 18.937 20.539 16.823 
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Pairwise comparisons showed significant differences in perceived performance between the 

bimodal auditory and visual condition, and the bimodal auditory and haptic condition 

(p=.021)  

 

Hypothesis 1 was not found in this data; auditory and haptic feedback did not yield the best 

perceived performance, rather the perceived performance was the lowest mean and 

significantly worse than bimodal auditory visual feedback.  

 

In line with hypothesis 2 and 3, unimodal auditory feedback performed better than unimodal 

visual feedback; contrary to hypothesis 2 and 3 though is the finding of a lower mean for 

bimodal auditory and haptic feedback when compared to bimodal visual and haptic feedback.  

 

Contrary to the fourth hypothesis, the control condition yielded the third highest mean for 

perceived performance.  

 

6.3. Influence of Working Memory Span Length on Reaction Time 

Though not stated as a hypothesis contributing to the main research question, in line with the 

work by Esres (2015) the expectation did exist that in later rounds workload increased, and 

therefore there should be increased reaction times. To assess this expectation, the means of 

the first 7 rounds were compared, wherein each round indicates the span length. An N of 19 

participants had reached as far as round 7.  
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A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was performed between rounds. Mauchly’s test of 

sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, X
2
(20) = 104.551, p 

=<.001 Degrees of freedom were therefore corrected using a Greenhouse-Geisser estimate of 

sphericity,  = .325. There was a significant influence of round on the reaction time 

performance, an F(1.952,35.143) = 94.155 with  p = <.001 and ηp
2 

= .840. Means and 

standard deviations are in table 6.10 and figure 6.6. 

 

Figure 6.6. Reaction time means across rounds. 

 

Table 6.10. Round RT means and Standard deviations 

 Span 1 Span 2 Span 3 Span 4 Span 5 Span 6 Span 7 

Mean 991.990 706.302 625.552 612.572 635.882 656.383 707.798 

SD 162.381 112.980 108.757 106.971 121.619 124.061 139.944 

 

Pairwise comparisons showed significant differences between rounds, displayed in table 6.11.  
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Table 6.11. P-values indicating differences across round for RT.  

 Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Round 6  Round 7 

Round 1  <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 

Round 2   <.001 <.001 .014   

Round 3         .022 

Round 4     .061   .019 <.001 

Round 5         .003 

Round 6         .011 

Round 7        

 

The first round was significantly different from later rounds, however this could be expected 

as the first button in a span was always a new button, and could not be anticipated by a 

participant. The interesting aspect is that round four differs significantly from round 5, 6 and 

7, as well as the difference between round 5 and 7 and the difference between round 6 and 7.  
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7. Discussion 

Results from the previous chapter will be interpreted in this section. The goal of this study 

has been to provide insight into the effect of different feedback conditions on elderly’s 

performance. Findings will be discussed by comparisons to and explanations from previous 

literature. To reiterate, the research question stated:  

 

Which type of the presented game feedback (auditory, visual or haptic) can contribute most 

to improving an elderly participant’s performance, measured in terms of performance on 

motor skill (reaction time) and cognitive skill (Working Memory Span)? 

 

To provide an answer, several hypotheses were formulated and tested. The results section 

showed that most of the differences across conditions in this study were non–significant or 

marginally significant (as was the case for reaction time). However, many measures showed a 

pattern across conditions; a pattern where a condition A performed better than a condition B 

across several measurements. The same patterns can be retrieved from previous literature or 

be explained by specific aspects of the elderly audience. These patterns, though sometimes 

displayed by small differences in means, were remarkable and were therefore especially 

highlighted in the following sections.  

 

Firstly, section 7.1 of this discussion will discuss results on unimodal feedback, followed by 

bimodal, effects of addition of feedback modalities. trimodal and finally nomodal (control) 

effect. Additional findings in section 7.2 will relate to the magical number 7 found for 

working memory span, and the interesting possibility of an effect of working memory span 

on reaction time. Section 7.3 will focus on design recommendations based on the results of 

the study, while finally section 7.4 will discuss limitations and future work.  
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7.1. Feedback Modalities 

7.1.1. Unimodal  

Firstly, the unimodal conditions will be compared. Of interest here are the second and third 

hypothesis, which effectively stated that the conditions with a visual component should 

perform worse, while conditions with an auditory component should perform better; 

effectively the unimodal auditory should perform best out of the three unimodal conditions, 

while unimodal visual feedback should perform worst.  

 

In this study, a unimodal condition was not found to statistically differ from any other 

unimodal condition on the reaction time measurement. However, a pattern was found in the 

mean values that had previously been found by Jacko et al. (2004) on the measurement of 

total trial time. Their study displayed the same pattern as was found in this study on the no 

experience and limited experience with computer groups. This pattern was replicated in this 

study on several measures; on the reaction time measurement, the working memory span 

measurement, the motivation scale, and the perceived performance scale. The pattern 

indicated that the unimodal auditory feedback performed relatively best, followed by 

unimodal visual feedback, and finally unimodal haptic feedback. Only for perceived control a 

different pattern was found, though these means were very close together and therefore less 

relevant.  
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Similar to the results obtained by Jacko et al. (2003) and Jacko et al. (2004), the auditory 

feedback condition resulted in the quickest time measurement for the elderly, when 

comparing the unimodal conditions. Jacko et al. (2004) note that the result could be due to the 

multiple resource theory (Wickens, 2008), as the auditory feedback should have used none of 

the resources that were used by the Simon Says Task and therefore could have had the least 

interference in resources required to process.  

 

Previous chapters have discussed visual and auditory deterioration of the elderly, and 

differences between these two deteriorations could have impacted the results. Fozard (1990) 

notes 5 problematic dimensions for the elderly concerning visual deterioration; especially 

deterioration of visual processing, amongst which light sensitivity is considered, could have 

had a negative influence on the results of the visual modality in this study.  

  

7.1.2. Bimodal 

The first of the defined hypotheses of interest to the bimodal conditions, based on Jacko et al. 

(2003) and Jacko et al. (2004), posed that bimodal auditory and haptic feedback would result 

in the best performance measures. However, when comparing the three bimodal conditions, 

none differed significantly on the reaction time measurement.  
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When comparing the means (and where applicable medians) of the conditions, it was bimodal 

auditory and visual feedback that performed best on reaction time, working memory span 

length, motivation and perceived performance. On all of these measures, bimodal auditory 

and visual feedback was followed up by bimodal visual and haptic feedback as a second, and 

lastly by auditory and haptic feedback. For perceived control the means were again very close 

together, though interestingly enough bimodal visual and haptic feedback showed a slight 

drop in perceived control when compared to bimodal auditory and haptic feedback and 

bimodal auditory and visual feedback.  

 

The poorer performance of bimodal feedback with a haptic modality, when compared to 

bimodal auditory and visual feedback, was most likely due to the implementation of haptic 

feedback in this study. The implementation probably caused these bimodal conditions to 

perform relatively poor when compared to bimodal auditory and visual feedback. 

Interestingly enough though, bimodal visual and haptic feedback performed better than 

bimodal auditory and haptic, which was a result contrary to the expectations of hypothesis 1, 

2 and 3. 
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It is interesting that the elderly participants performed better when provided with bimodal 

visual haptic over bimodal auditory haptic feedback. This is a result contrary to the better 

performance of unimodal auditory feedback over unimodal visual feedback. When multiple 

resource theory (Wickens, 2008) is considered as an explanation, multiple resource theory 

teaches that participants should have experienced more interference in resources in the 

bimodal visual haptic condition over bimodal auditory haptic feedback, due to the nature of 

the task, resulting in a higher workload. When comparing conditions it is to be expected that 

a lower workload causes better performance and a higher workload causes lower 

performance; interestingly enough this does not seem to apply here.   

 

When the result is compared to Jacko et al. (2004), one finds that the results of this study 

replicate their findings on the total trial time measurement to some extent; the mean found on 

their bimodal visual and haptic condition indicated a quicker performance on total trial time 

than bimodal auditory and haptic feedback for all groups. The replication of this pattern in 

this study could be coincidence, or an indication of an interesting effect.  

 

7.1.3. Effect of the Addition of Feedback Modalities 

Now, when comparing bimodal to unimodal feedback, the effect of the addition of feedback 

can become apparent. Most interestingly, when reviewing the auditory and visual modalities, 

unimodal auditory feedback was able to outperform bimodal visual auditory feedback for 

reaction time, working memory span length and motivation. The perceived performance was 

highest for the bimodal auditory and visual feedback, indicating that though performance was 

worse on the before mentioned measures, it was perceived by participants as better.  
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This direction was also found in the study of Jacko et al. (2004), where bimodal auditory and 

visual feedback performed worse than unimodal auditory feedback, on the measurement of 

trial time in their groups with no experience and limited experience with computers.  

Again, this result can be explained in part by multiple resource theory (Wickens, 2008), as 

bimodal auditory visual feedback should have used interfering resources while none were 

interfering for unimodal auditory, causing a higher workload for the bimodal condition when 

compared to unimodal auditory feedback.  

 

7.1.4. Trimodal feedback 

For this study, it was expected that additional feedback would mean a better performance of 

participants. However, trimodal auditory, visual and haptic feedback was the worst in 

performance on reaction time, motivation, and perceived control. It had a shared bottom spot 

on working memory span length, and a second to worst position on perceived performance. 

The perceived control measure was relatively the same for all conditions, but dropped 

comparatively in the trimodal condition. It is therefore possible that the poor performance of 

this condition is caused by the participant’s loss of perceived control. 

 

In Jacko et al. (2004) a high mean for the trimodal condition was found for the limited 

experience group on total trial time compared to the other condition means. Yet this was not 

replicated in another group or on a different measure. This aligns with the findings of the 

current study and further indicates that the trimodal condition was not ideal for participants 

with a limited experience.  
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Cockburn and Brewster (2005) performed two experiments, with the latter providing more 

feedback than the first. They noticed a drop of performance in the experiment with additional 

feedback, and suggested that the added feedback had become ‘noise’ and was now distracting 

the participant. It is possible that a similar effect had happened in the trimodal condition; with 

the additional feedback acting as distraction rather than motivator or informer. 

 

According to multiple resource theory the trimodal condition should have the same amount of 

interference as the bimodal visual haptic condition, the additional resources required for 

perceiving the additional auditory feedback would have heightened mental demand and could 

have caused a high workload and a fall in attention, which might have caused the trimodal 

condition to be the worst performing condition.   

 

7.1.5. Nomodal – Control condition 

The fourth and final hypothesis of this study expected that the control condition would 

always be the worst performing, due to a lack of feedback. However, this hypothesis was not 

found in the results. Results did show that the control condition performed worst on reaction 

time and perceived control, compared to unimodal visual, unimodal auditory and bimodal 

auditory and visual feedback. It was expected that the participants would move at a slower 

rate, due to participants becoming unsure of their performance due to lack of feedback.  

 

Based on Lamoth, Alingh, & Caljouw (2012) it was expected that no feedback would be 

perceived as boring, and participants would find it the least demanding condition. The results 

of this study did not replicate this direction; a lack of perceived performance was not found 

for the control condition, rather a slight lack of perceived control was found.  
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An opposite effect was found for working memory span, with the control condition as one of 

the two conditions with the highest median and 75
th

 percentile, meaning participants were 

able to reach higher working memory span lengths than unimodal visual and bimodal 

auditory and visual feedback.  

 

An explanation for the high working memory span lengths could be that due to the slower 

movements (as found in the reaction time), participants were able to memorize spans for a 

longer period of time, increasing their working memory span length. Another explanation 

could be found in multiple resource theory (Wickens, 2008), as possibly all resources were 

allocated to the perception of the game; since no resources had to be spend on the feedback 

provided by the game. Hereby there could have been less workload for a participant, helping 

them to memorize a longer span. 

 

7.2. Additional Findings 

In addition to the results towards these hypotheses, additional interesting findings can be 

highlighted.  

 

7.2.1. The Magical Number 7 

For working memory span length, two conditions displayed a median value of 7, and in two 

conditions a median of 8 was found. This is similar to Gendle and Random (2006) and Miller 

(1956), who also found the number 7 as the maximum span length that participants could 

replicate. The replication of this finding further confirms that the Simon Says Game is able to 

accurately measure working memory span, and is an indication that the participating elderly 

had high cognitive processing skills.  
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7.2.2. Influence of Cognitive Capacity on Physical Functional Capacity 

A difference across reaction time for various span lengths was found. While the first four 

spans showed a decrease in reaction time as spans got longer, this changed when the span 

reached a length of four. After a span length of four, instead of continuing to shorten reaction 

time as spans grew longer, higher spans started to display a longer reaction times, to a 

significant extent.  

 

It is likely that the increasing reaction times after a span length of four were due to the higher 

workload, and the increase of cognitive reaction time as defined by Wellford (1988). Results 

by Estes (2015) indicated an S-curve in workload rating for a six button Simon Says game, 

with noticeable jumps in difficulty as a span included more chunks. It is possible that a jump 

was displayed in the results of this test as well, appearing after a span length of four. 

 

7.3. Implications of the Study - Design Recommendations 

In light of all the findings presented in sections 7.1 and 7.2, some recommendations can be 

made for future design of applications aimed at an elderly audience.  

 

It has been argued in the literature section that in order for the elderly to age successful, it is 

important to train; for example through video game. As previously discussed, adapting the 

game to a specific elderly users’ needs is important (IJsselsteijn, Nap, de Kort & Poels, 2007; 

Fua, Gupta, Pautler, & Farber, 2013). Based on the results of this study, the elderly’s 

experience and skills with technology and computers have provided them with a skillset that 

will benefit most from additional visual feedback when learning a new game or technology.  
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When motivation is important, bimodal visual and auditory feedback should be provided. 

When performance is important, once the user has shown sufficient skill and knowledge of 

the application, unimodal auditory feedback should be provided.  

 

With the aim of creating a game for elderly providing cognitive or motor skill training, both 

motivation and performance is important. Therefore, though unimodal auditory feedback 

could be the main feedback provision, occasional bimodal auditory and visual feedback 

should be provided to boost motivation and thereby maintain player engagement.  

 

7.4. Limitations and future work 

In this section the limitations of this study, possible improvements and opportunities for 

future work will be discussed. 

 

7.4.1. Haptic feedback 

The first and possibly biggest limitation of this study was the implementation of haptic 

feedback in this study. The results of conditions that included this modality indicated that 

performance was likely to drop due to this feedback provision.  

 

The implementation of haptic feedback in this study was based on haptic feedback as defined 

by Cockburn and Brewster (2005); the rotation caused by the servo motor was supposed to 

cause the described force feedback to a participants’ muscles. However, as became evident 

from the results, the rotation has not been perceived as an effective feedback type. In this 

section, possible reasons for this defect will be discussed, as well as how other types of haptic 

feedback could be implemented that would yield better results.  
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An explanation could be that the decreased effectiveness was due to inexperience with the 

haptic feedback type implemented in this way. For example, rather than force feedback such 

as implemented in this study, Jacko et al. (2003) and Jacko et al. (2004) provided (tactile) 

vibrations through a haptic mouse. Cockburn & Brewster (2005) employed tactile feedback 

through vibrations of the mouse and pseudo-haptic feedback was provided on screen through 

manipulation of the display gain on mouse over, causing a ‘sticky’ effect. 

 

 In essence, all of these types of feedback were related to the mouse and mouse movement; 

and all of them likely to be familiar to elderly through previous computer use.  

Even though the feedback was introduced in the introduction of the game, it might still have 

been unclear what the feedback meant. Or perhaps the participants were simply not ‘trained’ 

enough through previous experience to pay attention to this type of feedback, causing a lack 

of information.  

 

As mentioned, the haptic feedback modality was implemented in the form of force feedback, 

through the rotation of the board. This implementation provided some constraints. The 

rotation took a short amount of time to perform, since the rotation had been set to twenty 

degrees to either side to ensure participants would feel the movement.  However, it is 

possible this movement was too slow and/or perhaps rotated too far; as participants often 

pressed the next button in the span while the feedback was still being executed. The game 

was not expecting input as it was executing the feedback, and therefore did not register the 

button press. Consequently, a participant would time-out as they were waiting for the game to 

display the next span, or a participant pressed the next button in the span when the game 

started registering again, also causing the end of a game.  
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Participants were reminded not to hold the game board, but some participants held the board 

at times to prevent it from rotating. Due to the now restricted movement of the board, the 

effect of the haptic feedback was further removed. All of these could have contributed to poor 

performance of the haptic modality. 

 

Initially vibrations were considered as a feedback type for the Simon Says task, as created for 

this study. However, due to the relatively small effect of the vibration motor this feedback 

considered too little in effect when compared to the loud auditory sounds and brightly 

coloured visual cues. A more present form of feedback was therefore chosen in the form of 

force feedback.   

 

A more common interaction which the elderly might find more engaging could be provided 

through a controller, such as that of a game station. Perhaps rather than touching the buttons 

by hand, a device for pointing at the buttons could be created. This device could vibrate in a 

participant’s hand when making contact with the button. The vibration herein would provide 

tactile feedback, while muscle positions would provide haptic feedback to a user while 

holding the pointing device. It would be interesting to see if this type of feedback would be 

able to provide adequate information.  

 

7.4.2. Difficulty of the Simon Says Game 

The absence of values for some participants in certain conditions could be an indication that 

the task presented was too difficult. Perhaps the game should have had a slower display time 

for the pattern to be replicated, or the time limit in which the game waited for the next button 

to be pressed should have been excluded.  
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In a future rendition of the Simon Says game the difficulty of the game could be lowered 

through these changes, in order to have a wider range of elderly able to participate in the 

game in all conditions. For this specific implementation of the game, the absence of values 

meant that some participants had to be excluded in the repeated measures test, which meant a 

loss of some of the gathered data for some measurements. 

 

7.4.3. Comparability to Previous Literature 

In the discussion, at many points, a comparison is drawn between the results of this study and 

that of Jacko et al. (2004). Important to note here is that their time related measures are 

concerning trial time, but in their study they included Total Target Highlighting Time and 

Final Target Highlight time: The highlighting time indicated how much feedback was 

required for a participant to make a choice.  

 

In the current study, the provision of feedback in a condition always had the same duration. 

After a span was shown participants could not request more feedback, by for instance 

requesting a repetition of the span. In this study the highlighting time would have always 

been of the same duration for each choice. Comparisons were therefore made with what they 

defined as trial time, these values should be comparable to reaction time as they indicated the 

total time required to perform a task.  

 

Since the Simon Says game was expected to be novel to participants, the hypotheses used in 

this study were based on the conclusions on the no experience group as defined in Jacko et al. 

(2004). When the Simon Says game was introduced to participants, only two had heard of it 

but all of them required explanation and a practice run. This was an indication that the 

participants had had indeed no experience playing a Simon Says game.  
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However, on the self-reported technology and computer skill, a mean of 3.1 and 3.2 was 

found, indicating that the sample felt they had overall average computer and technology skill. 

The participants from the university database often participate in experiments that require 

them to interact with technology, while participants gathered from the elderly center often 

participated in other studies held at the center, further adding to the technology and computer 

experience of participants. Also, most of the participants owned an email account and when 

asked about their experience with technology most of them mentioned interactions with their 

cell phones. Altogether, although the Simon Says game was not implemented on a computer, 

the computer and technology skill of the elderly in this sample might have resulted in less 

comparability of this sample to the no experience group in Jacko et al. (2004), and a better 

comparability to the limited experience group. 

 

7.4.4. Chunking 

In the result section the spans were not divided into chunks of spans that were easier to be 

remembered (as discussed by Chekaf, Gauvrit, Guida, & Mathy, 2015; Mathy, Fartoukh, 

Gauvrit, & Guida, 2016). To include an algorithm that determines the number of chunks for 

each game round was beyond the scope of this research, however especially due to the 

findings on the influence of working memory on reaction time it could have been interesting 

to include chunk size in addition to span length as well. For the results of this study chunking 

was irrelevant as buttons were chosen randomly and focus lay on the effect of feedback 

conditions. However, due to the significant finding on the influence of span length on 

reaction time, it would be interesting if there was an effect to be found of chunking on 

reaction time. 
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7.4.5. Inclusion of Cognitive Measurements  

The demographics did not include a highest completed level of education nor a cognitive pre-

test. Both could have been an indicator of cognitive ability. Should these have been 

implemented, the results of the working memory span in particular could have been 

compared to a different measure of cognitive ability, and a stronger assessment could have 

been made of the value of Simon Says as a cognitive measure. However, as mentioned in 

section 7.2.1., the findings of working memory span did replicate earlier findings of Gendle 

and Random (2006) and Miller (1956). This did to an extent provide an indication that the 

Simon Says game was a reliable measurement of working memory span.  

 

7.4.6. Display of Span Variations 

In the Simon Says game used in the current study the buttons to be pressed were shown 

through a unimodal visual cue. A different variation of cues could potentially yield different 

results. Though in the current study no indication for a synergy between showing the path 

through visual cues and providing visual feedback was found, as unimodal auditory feedback 

was found to have a more positive influence on performance, without comparison material it 

is possible that there was such an effect.  
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To illustrate, if the path was shown through both auditory and visual cues, the bimodal 

auditory and visual feedback condition would have matched the cues and thereby maybe 

could have improved performance of this condition. Though the results of this study provide 

no indication of such an effect, the findings could have been influenced by such an effect. 

The present study consisted of eight feedback conditions; including more conditions with 

different cues to show the path would have further increased the number of conditions. This 

could have caused too much strain on participant’s time and concentration, and were 

therefore excluded.   

 

7.4.7. Influence of Physical Exercise on Exercise 

The experiment consisted of a single session, and therefore no longitudinal or learning effects 

could be found. It could be interesting to see if a physical exercise intervention is able to 

reduce reaction time in a Simon Says game similar as it was able to reduce reaction time for 

the Sternberg test in Lord et al. (1993).  
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8. Conclusion 

This study focused on assessing which type of feedback would contribute most to the 

performance of elderly on a reaction time and working memory span measure. Results 

indicated to some extent that auditory feedback was to be preferred over visual feedback 

when an elderly audience is the target, though the combination of auditory and visual 

feedback should be able to give the player the sense they are performing well, motivating and 

stimulating them to play more.  

 

Overall, this study contributed to our understanding of the effectiveness of feedback in 

games. Specifically, its effectiveness in influencing performance of an elderly audience. 

Additionally, the present study has provided further evidence towards the validation of the 

Simon Says game as a measurement of working memory span.  

 

More research should be performed with more variations of games, feedback, and 

measurements. With more information on the ideal feedback while playing an exercise 

games, games can be further tailored to help age successfully. Games and applications should 

be made to be more appropriated towards an elderly audience, allowing them to become more 

easily acquainted with new technologies and having a better experience while using them. 

This is important as the elderly should be able to benefit from these technologies, as they can 

gain much from them.   
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Appendix A – Code Used for the Trimodal Condition 

Bold highlighted areas contain added code. Deleted code is not displayed. Code framework 

from: Sparkfun Electronics (October 7, 2014). Experiment 16: Simon Says. Retrieved May 

25
th

 2016 from https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/sik-experiment-guide-for-arduino---

v32/experiment-16-simon-says  

 

/* 

SparkFun Inventor's Kit 

 Example sketch 16 

 Spark Fun Electronics 

 Oct. 7, 2014 

 

Simon Says is a memory game. Start the game by pressing one of the four buttons. When a button lights up, press the button, repeating the 

sequence. The sequence will get longer and longer. The game is won after 13 rounds. 

 

 Generates random sequence, plays music, and displays button lights. 

 

 Simon tones from Wikipedia 

 - A (red, upper left) - 440Hz - 2.272ms - 1.136ms pulse 

 - a (green, upper right, an octave higher than A) - 880Hz - 1.136ms, 0.568ms pulse 

 - D (blue, lower left, a perfect fourth higher than the upper left) 587.33Hz - 1.702ms - 0.851ms pulse 

 - G (yellow, lower right, a perfect fourth higher than the lower left) - 784Hz - 1.276ms - 0.638ms pulse 

 

 Simon Says game originally written in C for the PIC16F88. Ported for the ATmega168, then ATmega328, then Arduino 1.0. Fixes and 

cleanup by Joshua Neal <joshua[at]trochotron.com> 

 

 This sketch was written by SparkFun Electronics, with lots of help from the Arduino community. 

 This code is completely free for any use. Visit http://www.arduino.cc to learn about the Arduino. 

 

Adapted for her Master thesis by Marije Meijer, November 2016 

 

/************************************************* 

* Public Constants 

*************************************************/ 

#define CHOICE_OFF      0 //Used to control LEDs 

https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/sik-experiment-guide-for-arduino---v32/experiment-16-simon-says
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/sik-experiment-guide-for-arduino---v32/experiment-16-simon-says
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#define CHOICE_NONE     0 //Used to check buttons 

#define CHOICE_RED  (1 << 0) 

#define CHOICE_GREEN    (1 << 1) 

#define CHOICE_BLUE (1 << 2) 

#define CHOICE_YELLOW   (1 << 3) 

 

#define LED_RED     10 

#define LED_GREEN   3 

#define LED_BLUE    13 

#define LED_YELLOW  5 

 

// Button pin definitions 

#define BUTTON_RED    9 

#define BUTTON_GREEN  2 

#define BUTTON_BLUE   12 

#define BUTTON_YELLOW 6 

 

// Buzzer pin definitions 

// should be 4 and 7 

#define BUZZER1  4 

#define BUZZER2  7 

 

// Define game parameters 

#define ROUNDS_TO_WIN      13 //Number of rounds to succesfully remember before you win. 13 is do-able. 

#define ENTRY_TIME_LIMIT   3000 //Amount of time to press a button before game times out. 3000ms = 3 sec 

 

#define MODE_MEMORY  0 

 

#include <Servo.h> 

 

Servo myservo;   

int pos = 0;    // variable to store the servo position 

 

// Game state variables 

byte gameMode = MODE_MEMORY; //By default, let's play the memory game 

byte gameBoard[32]; //Contains the combination of buttons as we advance 

byte gameRound = 0; //Counts the number of succesful rounds the player has made it through 
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void setup() 

{ 

  myservo.attach(8);  // attaches the servo on pin 8 to the servo object 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

   

  //Setup hardware inputs/outputs. These pins are defined in the hardware_versions header file 

 

  //Enable pull ups on inputs 

  pinMode(BUTTON_RED, INPUT_PULLUP); 

  pinMode(BUTTON_GREEN, INPUT_PULLUP); 

  pinMode(BUTTON_BLUE, INPUT_PULLUP); 

  pinMode(BUTTON_YELLOW, INPUT_PULLUP); 

 

  pinMode(LED_RED, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(LED_GREEN, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(LED_BLUE, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(LED_YELLOW, OUTPUT); 

 

  pinMode(BUZZER1, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(BUZZER2, OUTPUT); 

 

  //Mode checking 

  gameMode = MODE_MEMORY; // By default, we're going to play the memory game 

//  play_winner(); // After setup is complete, say hello to the world 

} 

 

void loop() 

{ 

  attractMode(); // Blink lights while waiting for user to press a button 

 

  // Indicate the start of game play 

  setLEDs(CHOICE_RED | CHOICE_GREEN | CHOICE_BLUE | CHOICE_YELLOW); // Turn all LEDs on 

  delay(1000); 

  setLEDs(CHOICE_OFF); // Turn off LEDs 

  delay(250); 

 

  // Play memory game and handle result 

  if (play_memory() == true)  
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  play_winner(); // Player won, play winner tones 

  else  

  play_loser(); // Player lost, play loser tones 

  

} 

 

//-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 

//The following functions are related to game play only 

 

// Play the regular memory game 

// Returns 0 if player loses, or 1 if player wins 

boolean play_memory(void) 

{ 

  randomSeed(millis()); // Seed the random generator with random amount of millis() 

 

  gameRound = 0; // Reset the game to the beginning 

 

  while (gameRound < ROUNDS_TO_WIN)  

  { 

    add_to_moves(); // Add a button to the current moves, then play them back 

 

    playMoves(); // Play back the current game board 

 

    // Then require the player to repeat the sequence. 

    for (byte currentMove = 0 ; currentMove < gameRound ; currentMove++) 

    { 

      byte choice = wait_for_button(); // See what button the user presses 

 

      if (choice == 0) return false; // If wait timed out, player loses 

 

      if (choice != gameBoard[currentMove]) return false; // If the choice is incorect, player loses 

 

      String stringFive = "Round: "; 

      String stringSix = stringFive + gameRound; 

      Serial.println(stringSix); 

 

      String stringSeven = "Choice: "; 

      String stringEight = stringSeven + choice; 
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      Serial.println(stringEight); 

    } 

 

    delay(1000); // Player was correct, delay before playing moves 

  } 

 

  return true; // Player made it through all the rounds to win! 

} 

 

// Plays the current contents of the game moves 

void playMoves(void) 

{ 

  for (byte currentMove = 0 ; currentMove < gameRound ; currentMove++)  

  { 

    tonershow(gameBoard[currentMove], 150); 

 

    // Wait some amount of time between button playback 

    // Shorten this to make game harder 

    delay(150); // 150 works well. 75 gets fast.  

  } 

} 

 

// Adds a new random button to the game sequence, by sampling the timer 

void add_to_moves(void) 

{ 

  byte newButton = random(0, 4); //min (included), max (exluded) 

 

  // We have to convert this number, 0 to 3, to CHOICEs 

  if(newButton == 0) newButton = CHOICE_RED; 

  else if(newButton == 1) newButton = CHOICE_GREEN; 

  else if(newButton == 2) newButton = CHOICE_BLUE; 

  else if(newButton == 3) newButton = CHOICE_YELLOW; 

 

  gameBoard[gameRound++] = newButton; // Add this new button to the game array 

} 

 

//-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 

//The following functions control the hardware 
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// Lights a given LEDs 

// Pass in a byte that is made up from CHOICE_RED, CHOICE_YELLOW, etc 

void setLEDs(byte leds) 

{ 

  if ((leds & CHOICE_RED) != 0) 

    digitalWrite(LED_RED, HIGH); 

  else 

    digitalWrite(LED_RED, LOW); 

 

  if ((leds & CHOICE_GREEN) != 0) 

    digitalWrite(LED_GREEN, HIGH); 

  else 

    digitalWrite(LED_GREEN, LOW); 

 

  if ((leds & CHOICE_BLUE) != 0) 

    digitalWrite(LED_BLUE, HIGH); 

  else 

    digitalWrite(LED_BLUE, LOW); 

 

  if ((leds & CHOICE_YELLOW) != 0) 

    digitalWrite(LED_YELLOW, HIGH); 

  else 

    digitalWrite(LED_YELLOW, LOW); 

} 

 

// Wait for a button to be pressed.  

// Returns one of LED colors (LED_RED, etc.) if successful, 0 if timed out 

byte wait_for_button(void) 

{ 

  long startTime = millis(); // Remember the time we started the this loop 

  String stringOne = "Starttime: "; 

  String stringThree = stringOne + startTime; 

  Serial.println(stringThree); 

 

  while ( (millis() - startTime) < ENTRY_TIME_LIMIT) // Loop until too much time has passed 

  { 

    byte button = checkButton(); 
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    if (button != CHOICE_NONE) 

    {  

      toner(button, 150); // Play the button the user just pressed 

      long endTime = millis(); 

      while(checkButton() != CHOICE_NONE) ;  // Now let's wait for user to release button 

      delay(1); // This helps with debouncing and accidental double taps, was 10 

 

      String stringTwo = "Endtime: "; 

      String stringFour = stringTwo + endTime; 

      Serial.println(stringFour); 

     

      return button; 

    } 

  } 

 

  return CHOICE_NONE; // If we get here, we've timed out! 

} 

 

// Returns a '1' bit in the position corresponding to CHOICE_RED, CHOICE_GREEN, etc. 

byte checkButton(void) 

{ 

  if (digitalRead(BUTTON_RED) == 0) return(CHOICE_RED);  

  else if (digitalRead(BUTTON_GREEN) == 0) return(CHOICE_GREEN);  

  else if (digitalRead(BUTTON_BLUE) == 0) return(CHOICE_BLUE);  

  else if (digitalRead(BUTTON_YELLOW) == 0) return(CHOICE_YELLOW); 

 

  return(CHOICE_NONE); // If no button is pressed, return none 

} 

 

// Light an LED and play tone for show sequence 

void tonershow(byte which, int buzz_length_ms) 

{ 

  setLEDs(which); //Turn on a given LED 

 

    //Play the sound associated with the given LED 

  switch(which)  

  { 
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  case CHOICE_RED: 

    buzz_soundshow(buzz_length_ms, 1136);  

    break; 

  case CHOICE_GREEN: 

    buzz_soundshow(buzz_length_ms, 568);  

    break; 

  case CHOICE_BLUE: 

    buzz_soundshow(buzz_length_ms, 851);  

    break; 

  case CHOICE_YELLOW: 

    buzz_soundshow(buzz_length_ms, 638);  

    break; 

  } 

  setLEDs(CHOICE_OFF); // Turn off all LEDs 

} 

 

// Toggle buzzer every buzz_delay_us, for a duration of buzz_length_ms. 

void buzz_soundshow(int buzz_length_ms, int buzz_delay_us) 

{ 

  // Convert total play time from milliseconds to microseconds 

  long buzz_length_us = buzz_length_ms * (long)1000; 

 

  // Loop until the remaining play time is less than a single buzz_delay_us 

  while (buzz_length_us > (buzz_delay_us * 2)) 

  { 

    buzz_length_us -= buzz_delay_us * 2; //Decrease the remaining play time 

 

    // Toggle the buzzer at various speeds 

    delayMicroseconds(buzz_delay_us); 

    delayMicroseconds(buzz_delay_us); 

  } 

} 

 

// Light an LED and play tone 

// Red, upper left:     440Hz - 2.272ms - 1.136ms pulse 

// Green, upper right:  880Hz - 1.136ms - 0.568ms pulse 

// Blue, lower left:    587.33Hz - 1.702ms - 0.851ms pulse 

// Yellow, lower right: 784Hz - 1.276ms - 0.638ms pulse 
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void toner(byte which, int buzz_length_ms) 

{ 

  setLEDs(which); //Turn on a given LED 

 

  //Play the sound associated with the given LED 

  switch(which)  

  { 

  case CHOICE_RED: 

    buzz_sound(buzz_length_ms, 1136);  

    break; 

  case CHOICE_GREEN: 

    buzz_sound(buzz_length_ms, 568);  

    break; 

  case CHOICE_BLUE: 

    buzz_sound(buzz_length_ms, 851);  

    break; 

  case CHOICE_YELLOW: 

    buzz_sound(buzz_length_ms, 638);  

    break; 

  } 

 

  setLEDs(CHOICE_OFF); // Turn off all LEDs 

   

  for (pos = 0; pos <= 20; pos += 1) { // goes from 0 degrees to 180 degrees 

    // in steps of 1 degree 

    myservo.write(pos);              // tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos' 

    delay(15);                       // waits 15ms for the servo to reach the position 

  } 

  for (pos = 20; pos >= 0; pos -= 1) { // goes from 180 degrees to 0 degrees 

    myservo.write(pos);              // tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos' 

    delay(15);                       // waits 15ms for the servo to reach the position 

  } 

   

} 

// Toggle buzzer every buzz_delay_us, for a duration of buzz_length_ms. 

void buzz_sound(int buzz_length_ms, int buzz_delay_us) 

{ 

  // Convert total play time from milliseconds to microseconds 
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  long buzz_length_us = buzz_length_ms * (long)1000; 

 

  // Loop until the remaining play time is less than a single buzz_delay_us 

  while (buzz_length_us > (buzz_delay_us * 2)) 

  { 

    buzz_length_us -= buzz_delay_us * 2; //Decrease the remaining play time 

 

    // Toggle the buzzer at various speeds 

    digitalWrite(BUZZER1, LOW); 

    digitalWrite(BUZZER2, HIGH); 

    delayMicroseconds(buzz_delay_us); 

 

    digitalWrite(BUZZER1, HIGH); 

    digitalWrite(BUZZER2, LOW); 

    delayMicroseconds(buzz_delay_us); 

  } 

} 

 

// Play the winner sound and lights 

void play_winner(void) 

{ 

  setLEDs(CHOICE_GREEN | CHOICE_BLUE); 

  winner_sound(); 

  setLEDs(CHOICE_RED | CHOICE_YELLOW); 

  winner_sound(); 

  setLEDs(CHOICE_GREEN | CHOICE_BLUE); 

  winner_sound(); 

  setLEDs(CHOICE_RED | CHOICE_YELLOW); 

  winner_sound(); 

} 

 

// Play the winner sound 

// This is just a unique (annoying) sound we came up with, there is no magic to it 

void winner_sound(void) 

{ 

  // Toggle the buzzer at various speeds 

  for (byte x = 250 ; x > 70 ; x--) 

  { 
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    for (byte y = 0 ; y < 3 ; y++) 

    { 

      digitalWrite(BUZZER2, HIGH); 

      digitalWrite(BUZZER1, LOW); 

      delayMicroseconds(x); 

 

      digitalWrite(BUZZER2, LOW); 

      digitalWrite(BUZZER1, HIGH); 

      delayMicroseconds(x); 

    } 

  } 

    for (pos = 0; pos <= 45; pos += 1) { // goes from 0 degrees to 180 degrees 

    // in steps of 1 degree 

    myservo.write(pos);              // tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos' 

    delay(15);                       // waits 15ms for the servo to reach the position 

  } 

  for (pos = 45; pos >= 0; pos -= 1) { // goes from 180 degrees to 0 degrees 

    myservo.write(pos);              // tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos' 

    delay(15);                       // waits 15ms for the servo to reach the position 

  } 

} 

// Play the loser sound/lights 

void play_loser(void) 

{ 

  setLEDs(CHOICE_RED | CHOICE_GREEN); 

  buzz_sound(255, 1500); 

 

  setLEDs(CHOICE_BLUE | CHOICE_YELLOW); 

  buzz_sound(255, 1500); 

 

  setLEDs(CHOICE_RED | CHOICE_GREEN); 

  buzz_sound(255, 1500); 

 

  setLEDs(CHOICE_BLUE | CHOICE_YELLOW); 

  buzz_sound(255, 1500); 

   

  for (pos = 0; pos <= 20; pos += 1) { // goes from 0 degrees to 180 degrees 

    // in steps of 1 degree 
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    myservo.write(pos);              // tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos' 

    delay(15);                       // waits 15ms for the servo to reach the position 

  } 

  for (pos = 20; pos >= 0; pos -= 1) { // goes from 180 degrees to 0 degrees 

    myservo.write(pos);              // tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos' 

    delay(15);                       // waits 15ms for the servo to reach the position 

  } 

} 

 

// Show an "attract mode" display while waiting for user to press button. 

void attractMode(void) 

{ 

  while(1)  

  { 

    setLEDs(CHOICE_RED); 

    delay(100); 

    if (checkButton() != CHOICE_NONE) return; 

 

    setLEDs(CHOICE_BLUE); 

    delay(100); 

    if (checkButton() != CHOICE_NONE) return; 

 

    setLEDs(CHOICE_GREEN); 

    delay(100); 

    if (checkButton() != CHOICE_NONE) return; 

 

    setLEDs(CHOICE_YELLOW); 

    delay(100); 

    if (checkButton() != CHOICE_NONE) return; 

  } 

} 
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Appendix B – Data Processing in Matlab 

Excerpt from the data processing script, containing the calculations made on the data from 

the first participant. The calculations were repeated for all participants unless stated that the 

code was used for a calculation concerning all participants. 

clear all; 

  
%read file 

file1 = 'antwoordsheet1.xlsx'; 

 
%grab raw data from file 

[num,txt,pp1x] = xlsread(file1); 

[pp1]=pp1x(1:end,1:16); 
 

%grab conditions 

[A1]=pp1(1:end,1:2); 

[B1]=pp1(1:end,3:4); 

[C1]=pp1(1:end,5:6); 

[D1]=pp1(1:end,7:8); 
[E1]=pp1(1:end,9:10); 

[F1]=pp1(1:end,11:12); 
[G1]=pp1(1:end,13:14); 

[H1]=pp1(1:end,15:16); 

 
s1='Starttime '; 

s2='Endtime '; 

s3='Round '; 
s4='Choice '; 

 

%time/counter variables  
iA1=0; 

iB1=0; 

iC1=0; 
iD1=0; 

iE1=0; 

iF1=0; 

iG1=0; 

iH1=0; 

jA1=0; 
jB1=0; 

jC1=0; 

jD1=0; 
jE1=0; 

jF1=0; 

jG1=0; 
jH1=0; 

 

cor1={0}; %no correction needed 
cor2={630}; %a correction was necessary as time included rotation time which had to be removed for comparability. 

 

 
 

 

 
%pp1 

for x = 1:879 

% Condition A 

    if strcmp(A1(x),s1) 

        starttimeA1=A1(x,2); 

        starttimeA1; 
    end 

    if strcmp(A1(x),s2) 

        endtimeA1=A1(x,2); 
    end 

    %round times 

    if strcmp(A1(x),s3) 
        roundA1=A1(x,2); 

        timeA1 = cellfun(@minus,endtimeA1,starttimeA1,'UniformOutput',false); 
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        timeA1 = cellfun(@minus,timeA1, cor1,'UniformOutput', false); 

        iA1=iA1+1;  

    end 

       %store round and movement times 

    if strcmp(A1(x),s4) 
        choiceA1=A1(x,2); 

        roundtimes1(iA1,1:3)=[roundA1,timeA1,choiceA1]; 

    end 
     

%     Condition B 

    if strcmp(B1(x),s1) 
        starttimeB1=B1(x,2); 

        starttimeB1; 

    end 
    if strcmp(B1(x),s2) 

        endtimeB1=B1(x,2); 

    end 
    if strcmp(B1(x),s3) 

        roundB1=B1(x,2); 

        timeB1 = cellfun(@minus,endtimeB1,starttimeB1,'UniformOutput',false); 
        timeB1 = cellfun(@minus,timeB1, cor1,'UniformOutput', false); 

        iB1=iB1+1; 

    end 

           %store round and movement times 

    if strcmp(B1(x),s4) 

        choiceB1=B1(x,2); 
        roundtimes1(iB1,4:6)=[roundB1,timeB1,choiceB1]; 

    end 
     

%     Condition C 

    if strcmp(C1(x),s1) 
        starttimeC1=C1(x,2); 

        starttimeC1; 

    end 
    if strcmp(C1(x),s2) 

        endtimeC1=C1(x,2); 

    end 
    if strcmp(C1(x),s3) 

        roundC1=C1(x,2); 

        timeC1 = cellfun(@minus,endtimeC1,starttimeC1,'UniformOutput',false); 
        timeC1 = cellfun(@minus,timeC1, cor1,'UniformOutput', false); 

        iC1=iC1+1;   

    end 

    %store round and movement times 

    if strcmp(C1(x),s4) 

        choiceC1=C1(x,2); 
        roundtimes1(iC1,7:9)=[roundC1,timeC1,choiceC1]; 

    end 

     
%     Condition D 

    if strcmp(D1(x),s1) 

        starttimeD1=D1(x,2); 
        starttimeD1; 

    end 

    if strcmp(D1(x),s2) 
        endtimeD1=D1(x,2); 

    end 

    if strcmp(D1(x),s3) 
        roundD1=D1(x,2); 

        timeD1 = cellfun(@minus,endtimeD1,starttimeD1,'UniformOutput',false); 

        timeD1 = cellfun(@minus,timeD1, cor2,'UniformOutput', false); 
        iD1=iD1+1;  

    end 

     

    %store round and movement times 

    if strcmp(D1(x),s4) 

        choiceD1=D1(x,2); 
        roundtimes1(iD1,10:12)=[roundD1,timeD1,choiceD1]; 

    end 

     
%     Condition E 

    if strcmp(E1(x),s1) 

        starttimeE1=E1(x,2); 
        starttimeE1; 

    end 
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    if strcmp(E1(x),s2) 

        endtimeE1=E1(x,2); 

    end 

    if strcmp(E1(x),s3) 

        roundE1=E1(x,2); 
        timeE1 = cellfun(@minus,endtimeE1,starttimeE1,'UniformOutput',false); 

        timeE1 = cellfun(@minus,timeE1, cor1,'UniformOutput', false); 

        iE1=iE1+1;    
    end 

     

    %store round and movement times 
    if strcmp(E1(x),s4) 

        choiceE1=E1(x,2); 

        roundtimes1(iE1,13:15)=[roundE1,timeE1,choiceE1]; 
    end 

     

%     Condition F 
    if strcmp(F1(x),s1) 

        starttimeF1=F1(x,2); 

        starttimeF1; 
    end 

    if strcmp(F1(x),s2) 

        endtimeF1=F1(x,2); 

    end 

    if strcmp(F1(x),s3) 

        roundF1=F1(x,2); 
        timeF1 = cellfun(@minus,endtimeF1,starttimeF1,'UniformOutput',false); 

        timeF1 = cellfun(@minus,timeF1, cor2,'UniformOutput', false); 
        iF1=iF1+1;   

    end 

     
    %store round and movement times 

    if strcmp(F1(x),s4) 

        choiceF1=F1(x,2); 
        roundtimes1(iF1,16:18)=[roundF1,timeF1,choiceF1]; 

    end 

     
%     Condition G 

    if strcmp(G1(x),s1) 

        starttimeG1=G1(x,2); 
        starttimeG1; 

    end 

    if strcmp(G1(x),s2) 

        endtimeG1=G1(x,2); 

    end 

    if strcmp(G1(x),s3) 
        roundG1=G1(x,2); 

        timeG1 = cellfun(@minus,endtimeG1,starttimeG1,'UniformOutput',false); 

        timeG1 = cellfun(@minus,timeG1, cor2,'UniformOutput', false); 
        iG1=iG1+1;    

    end 

    %store round and movement times 
    if strcmp(G1(x),s4) 

        choiceG1=G1(x,2); 

        roundtimes1(iG1,19:21)=[roundG1,timeG1,choiceG1]; 
    end 

     

%     Condition H 
    if strcmp(H1(x),s1) 

        starttimeH1=H1(x,2); 

        starttimeH1; 
    end 

    if strcmp(H1(x),s2) 

        endtimeH1=H1(x,2); 

    end 

    if strcmp(H1(x),s3) 

        roundH1=H1(x,2); 
        timeH1 = cellfun(@minus,endtimeH1,starttimeH1,'UniformOutput',false); 

        timeH1 = cellfun(@minus,timeH1, cor2,'UniformOutput', false); 

        iH1=iH1+1;   
    end 

    %store round and movement times 

    if strcmp(H1(x),s4) 
        choiceH1=H1(x,2); 

        roundtimes1(iH1,22:24)=[roundH1,timeH1,choiceH1]; 
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    end 

     

end  

 

P1 = cellfun(@(x) reshape(x, 1, []), roundtimes1, 'UniformOutput', false); 
 

%ALL PARTICIPANTS, code runs for all gathered data, not just participant 1 

save('resultsF','roundtimes1','roundtimes2','roundtimes3','roundtimes4','roundtimes5','roundtimes6','roundtimes7','roundtimes8','roundtimes9',
'roundtimes10','roundtimes11','roundtimes12','roundtimes13','roundtimes14','roundtimes15','roundtimes16','roundtimes17','roundtimes18','ro

undtimes19','roundtimes20','roundtimes21','roundtimes22','roundtimes23','roundtimes24','roundtimes25','roundtimes26','roundtimes27','roun

dtimes28','roundtimes29','roundtimes30') 
 

save('resultsF2','P1','P2','P3','P4','P5','P6','P7','P8','P9','P10','P11','P12','P13','P14','P15','P16','P17','P18','P19','P20','P21','P22','P23','P24','P25','

P26','P27','P28','P29','P30') 
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Appendix C – Preparation for SPSS Data Calculations 

Excerpt from the calculation script, containing the calculations made on the data from the 

first participant. The calculations were repeated for all participants unless stated that the code 

was used for a calculation concerning all participants.  

clear all 

  
load('resultsF2') 

  

%overall game means 
Overallmean(1,1) = mean([P1{:,[2 5 8 11 14 17 20 23]}]); 

NOverallmean(1,1) = length([P1{:,[2 5 8 11 14 17 20 23]}]); 

 
%condition means 

%1     

conditionmeans(1,1) = mean([P1{:,2}]); 

conditionmeans(1,2) = mean([P1{:,5}]); 

conditionmeans(1,3) = mean([P1{:,8}]); 

conditionmeans(1,4) = mean([P1{:,11}]); 
conditionmeans(1,5) = mean([P1{:,14}]); 

conditionmeans(1,6) = mean([P1{:,17}]); 
conditionmeans(1,7) = mean([P1{:,20}]); 

conditionmeans(1,8) = mean([P1{:,23}]); 

Nconditionmeans(1,1) = length([P1{:,2}]); 
Nconditionmeans(1,2) = length([P1{:,5}]); 

Nconditionmeans(1,3) = length([P1{:,8}]); 

Nconditionmeans(1,4) = length([P1{:,11}]); 
Nconditionmeans(1,5) = length([P1{:,14}]); 

Nconditionmeans(1,6) = length([P1{:,17}]); 

Nconditionmeans(1,7) = length([P1{:,20}]); 
Nconditionmeans(1,8) = length([P1{:,23}]); 

 

 
% %round means, gemiddeldes per ronde 

i11=1; 

i12=1; 

i13=1; 

i14=1; 

i15=1; 
i16=1; 

i17=1; 

i18=1; 
i19=1; 

%pp1 

for x = 1:212 
    for y = [1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22] 

         %firstround 

        if (P1{x,y}==1) 
            roundP1{i11,1}=[P1{x,y+1}]; 

            i11=i11+1; 

        end 
        %round2 

        if (P1{x,y}==2) 

            roundP1{i12,2}=[P1{x,y+1}]; 
            i12=i12+1; 

        end 

        %round3 

        if (P1{x,y}==3) 

            roundP1{i13,3}=[P1{x,y+1}]; 

            i13=i13+1; 
        end 

        %round4 

        if (P1{x,y}==4) 
            roundP1{i14,4}=[P1{x,y+1}]; 

            i14=i14+1; 

        end 
        %round5 

        if (P1{x,y}==5) 
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            roundP1{i15,5}=[P1{x,y+1}]; 

            i15=i15+1; 

        end 

        %round6 

        if (P1{x,y}==6) 
            roundP1{i16,6}=[P1{x,y+1}]; 

            i16=i16+1; 

        end 
        %round7 

        if (P1{x,y}==7) 

            roundP1{i17,7}=[P1{x,y+1}]; 
            i17=i17+1; 

        end 

        %round8 
        if (P1{x,y}==8) 

            roundP1{i18,8}=[P1{x,y+1}]; 

            i18=i18+1; 
        end 

        %round9 

        if (P1{x,y}==9) 
            roundP1{i19,9}=[P1{x,y+1}]; 

            i19=i19+1; 

        end 

    end 

end 

 

%get means and lengths 
for x=1:9  

    roundmeans(1,x)=mean([roundP1{:,x}]); 

    Nroundmeans(1,x)=length([roundP1{:,x}]); 
End 

 

% maxspan per game 
maxspans(1,1) = max([P1{:,[1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22]}]); 

 

g1=1; 
 

 

for r=[1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22] 
    conditionspan(1,g1) = max([P1{:,r}]); 

    g1=g1+1; 

end 

 

% times per moveset 

a1=1; 
b1=1; 

c=1; 

for x = 2:212 
    for y = [3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24] 

        if (P1{x,y}==P1{x-1,y}) %if this move is the same as previous move 

            if P1{x,y-2}==P1{x-1,y-2} %if the round values are the same 
                if P1{x,y-2}~c; %AND if this is not the first round and thus a single movement 

                    Atime{a1,1}=P1{x,y-1}; %give me that timestamp 

                    a1=a1+1;      
                end 

            end 

            else %if this move is not the same as the previous move 
                if P1{x,y-2}==P1{x-1,y-2} %if the round values are the same and this is thus part of the same series of movements 

                    if P1{x,y-2}==c %AND if this is not the first round and thus therefore by default a single movement 

                        %do nothing we don't need that. 
                        else 

                        Btime{b1,1}=P1{x,y-1};%give me that timestamp 

                        b1=b1+1;  

                    end 

                end 

        end 
    end 

end 

 
%ALL PARTICIPANTS, code runs for all gathered data, not just participant 1 

for x=1:30 

    doublepressmean(x,1) = mean([Atime{:,x}]); 
    Ndoublepressmean(x,1) = length([Atime{:,x}]); 

    movepressmean(x,1) = mean([Btime{:,x}]); 
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    Nmovepressmean(x,1) = length([Btime{:,x}]); 

end 

 

 

%minima per condition  
mincon(1,1) = min([P1{:,2}]); 

mincon(1,2) = min([P1{:,5}]); 

mincon(1,3) = min([P1{:,8}]); 
mincon(1,4) = min([P1{:,11}]); 

mincon(1,5) = min([P1{:,14}]); 

mincon(1,6) = min([P1{:,17}]); 
mincon(1,7) = min([P1{:,20}]); 

mincon(1,8) = min([P1{:,23}]); 

 
 

 


